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Madison enters final
round of Capital One
Mascot Challenge

battles for

A suspect accused of entering the homes of 18 female JMU
students will have a preliminary
hearing in Rockingham County
District Court Nov. 16 at 10 a.m.
A judge then will decide whether to set a bond amount.
Arnold A. Adjetey, 23, of
1922 Sunchase, is being held
in the Rockingham County Jail
without bond until the hearing.
Adjetey's hearing originally
was scheduled for Tuesday in
district court.
The former Blue Ridge
Community
College
and
Bndgewater College student is
charged with 18 felony counts of
breaking and entering and two
felony counts of sexual battery,
according to court documents.
Early in 2000, Adjetey was
charged and found guilty of misdemeanor indecent exposure.
He was sentenced to a one-year
suspended jail sentence, according to court documents.
In February of this year,
Adjetey was charged with a
second incident of indecent
exposure, found guilty, fined
$500 and given a one-year suspended sentence.
Local attorney Jim Dickson
was appointed to represent
Adjetey. Dickson declined to
comment Wednesday.
— from staff reports

Student
government
senators will debate an anti-gun
bill of opinion at next Tuesday's
Student Senate meeting. About
300 more signatures are needed
to pass the non-binding bill
Enough signatures were gathered to present the bill by freshman Sara Lunsford, a Student
Government Association senator.
The bill which supports the university's no-weapons policy, waft
read and tabled earlier this week.
Nearly 1,600 signatures—10
percent of the student body —
were needed to consider the bill.
About 1,700 signatures already
were gathered, Lunsford said.
Lunsford will continue collecting signatures on the commons this week.
'I will try to get as many as
possible in order to communicate
the extent of the student support
behind my bill," she said. "I need
2,000 signatures for it to pass,
which I anticipate no problems
in getting "
The senator plans to petition
the Virginia General Assembly
to change state law so colleges
and universities ean create policies that ban handguns.
"Why is there any need
to have guns on campus?"
I unsford said to The Breeze last
week. "There just isn't."
JMU's current weapon's policy
bans weapons and does not make
an exception for visitors who hold
concealed handgun permits.
The bill was drafted after
Keezletown resident David
Briggman filed a lawsuit to
halt JMU's weapons policy.
Briggman. who has a concealed
weapons permit, said the policy
contradicts state code. The case
will be heard in Rockingham
County Circuit Court on Oct. 20.
— from staff reports
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KEVAN MACTVER/s-flpMcf «*»»
by staff writer Jordan Scambos
JMU's mascot, Duke Dog, has
advanced to the final round of the
Capital One Mascot Challenge
As a member of the Capital
One All-American Mascot Team, Duke
Dog is in the hunt to claim the title of
"National Mascot of the Year."
Beginning Oct. 11, Duke Dog will
go head-to-head each week in a mascot
competition and needs JMU students'
votes to lung with one of the other
11 AH-American mascots. Every week
until Dec. 26 brings a new opponent.
The mascot boasting the most
head-to-head wins will be proclaimed
"National Mascot of the Year" on
national television at the Capital One
Bowl on Jan. 1,2005.
The University of South Carolina's mas-

Vote for Duke Dog on
viww.cxipiialonebom.com
col "Cocky," is the reigning champion.
A two-part voting process will determine the winner of each weekly matchup. Half will be determined based on
fan voting and half by a panel of judges,
including representatives from Capital
One and ESPN. Voting criteria includes
interaction with the fans, sportsmanship
and community service.
"We're working with the Athletic
Marketing
department.
Alumni
Relations, Student Duke Club, Dining
Services, among others, to promote
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Football, picnic on
commons sold out
BY MEOAN ERHARDT

contributing writer
Two Parents' Weekend
events — the picnic on the
commons and the football
game — already are sold out,
but several events are still
selling tickets for parents and
students to attend
"There is something for
everyone this weekend, that's
why all of the events are so
popular," said Sheri King,
director of parent relations.
Tickets still are available
for both the 5 and 7 p.m.
seating of the Gala Dinner.

The Pops Concert, to be held
on Saturday at 8:30 p.m. at the
Convocation Center, sold more
than 1,700 tickets. Only about
450 are left. The performance,
featuring the JMU Chorale,
the Jazz Ensemble, the Wind
Symphony and the Marching
Royal Dukes has sold out
prior to showtime for the last
five years, according to the
Parents' Weekend program.
"1964 ... The Tribute",
commemorates
the
40th
anniversary of the Beatles first
show in the United States.
see EVENTS, page 7

Duke Dog," said senior Mike Keown,
athletic marketing intem. "Ifs really
been great to see everyone pitch in to
support the cause. Now we need all the
students to support it by voting."
The student vote section may be
one of Duke Dog's biggest disadvantages in the competition. With just over
15,000 undergraduates, JMU is smaller
than eight other opponents.
Director of marketing Brad
Edmondson added, "We're looking
for our students and alumni to vote
every day so we can be a success in
this competition."
To vote, visit wiow.capitalonebowl.
com. All six weekly matchups must
be voted on for a ballot to count.
Supporters can vote once a day.

Competitors
oy week

OrangeBand receives cash
BY MARIA NOSAL

SGA reporter
The SGA Student Senate
passed a bill allotting Orange
Band $3,693.33.
This
bill
allows
OrangeBand to purchase
a projector, a video camera,
spend money on two action
campaigns and two banners
The bill
was first
submitted
two weeks
ago
by ****>' "■i"««*""»«
junior senator Lucy Hutchinson, who
on the SGA finance
committee,
asking
for
$4,000 for various expenses.
The finance committee cut
out the money needed for
a label maker or cassette
tapes and decided to give
OrangeBand $2,993.33.
"This bill had a lot cut
because it was unspecified,"
senator sophomore kristen
Schiavone said.
OrangeBand plans to use
the money to help spread its
programs nationwide "The

SGA

camera is needed as a training
material" said Kai Degner ('031,
coordinator of the OrangeBand
Initiative. 'It will be used to
bring the OrangeBand model
to other schools."
An amendment was
passed to add $700 for two
banners — a large one to display in front of D-hall and a
smaller one to take on action
campaigns — as well as $200
for printing costs.
"The banners are a legitimate request" said junior Ryan
Powell a senator. "It will make
them look more professional
when they go to other schools
and out on the commons for
their Action Campaigns."
Junior senator Jess Misner
said, "When finance got the
bill, a lot of elements were
not specified. They went back
and assessed it and gave the
committee a phenomenal
spreadsheet, but the banners
were not on it. We never took
the banners out because they
weren't in there originally.
We can't just give tumps of
money to groups, we need to
know the specifics."

The Senate also passed
two ouSer bills.
The first created the position of minor elections commissioner. "So far, there have
been no criteria set forth for
minor elections/ senator
sophomore Brendan Travis
said "It's been done arbitrarily and policy was made
up as they went along. A process just doesn't exist This
bill gives criteria for that."
The other bill added a
contingency liaison section
to the SGA constitution.
"The reason for this bill is
for the contingency portion
to stand out," Travis said.
"It sets requirements for
that position and says what
they have to do."
Two news bills were introduced, the Weapons Policy
Bill of Opinion submitted
by freshman senator Sara
Lunsford and a request from
the Black Student Alliance
for money to buy a digital camera Both bills will be
sent to committees to be discussed before being debated
by the Senate.
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Carmen Cortez, 2, right, look* at the ceramic ground mural at the entrance to the Uvermore Library
next to a misspelled Albert Einstein in Uvermore, Calif., Wednesday. The city of Uvermore paid
$40,000 for the artwork by Maria Alquilar, but it included the misspellings of Vincent Van Gogh,
Michelangelo, Shakespeare and Einstein among the 175 names on the tiles. This week Uvermore
offered Alquilar another $6,000 plus expenses to fly from her Miami home just to straighten out
the artistic oops.

Raphael I
TSC
Sophomore

"I hate P.S.'
because why do
you need to say
it? It's only for a
letter, not for
speaking. Peoptaj
probably don t
even know what1
PS. stands for."

POLICE LOG

DUKE DAYS

BY SHARON SCHIFF

Petty Larceny
A JMU student reported that keys and a JAC card were stolen trom
UREC on Oct. 2 between 3 and 4 p.m.
Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported larceny of a laptop computer and bag containing keys in Chandler Hall on Oct. 4 between 7:30 a.m. and 3 p.m.

»r ills Seddiq
Biology
Senior ,

Possession of Marijuana/Underage Possession of Alcohol
Two JMU students were charged with possession of marijuana and
underage possession of alcohol in Dingledine Hall on Oct 2 at 2:26
a.m.
•

**
LAUREN MINER/
c ontribulinx photographer
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Total parking tickets since Aug. 19: 4,996
Total drunk in public since Aug. 19 35
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CLASSIFIEDS
■ How to place a classified: Go
to www.theoraeze or» and ck*
on the classified link or come
into the office weekdays between
8am and 5p.m.
■ Cost $5 00 lor the first 10
words. S3 lor each additional 10
words: boxed classified. S10 per
column Inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday tor
Monday issue, noon Tuesday tor
Thursday issue.
■ Classifieds must be paid m
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t Jilr White
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at 5 p.m. The service will be followed by a home-cooked meal. All are
welcome. The Canterbury House is on South Main Street, across from
the Quad and Buffalo Wild Wings. Please contact Mae at condonme
with any questions

ADVERTISING STAFF

Matthew Slow
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Sunday, Oct. 10
Canterbury Episcopal Campus Ministry will be holding Holy Eucharist

MISSION

Sharon Schiff

|MM.

PltOto i.i

Friday, Oct. 8
Join the Madison International Association lor tea and coffee trom
1 to 3 p.m. on the patio in tront of Ashby Hall Learn about upcoming events, like International Film Week co-sponsored with University
Program Board. Executive members will be available to answer questions about the club and how to get involved.

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student and laculty
readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community The Breeze strives to
be Impartial and lair m its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment nghts

Ashley McCWUnd
"•frm

Thursday, Oct. 7
Come to the Alpha Sigma Alpha car wash at RT's Chicken and Grille
trom 4 to 6 p.m. Contact Kathryn Murphy at murph3ka for more information
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OaryCoi
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Events Calendar
> Days of 50 words or less
8reezenewsil»rio(ma;/.com

senior writer

Property Damage
A JMU student reported an unknown subject broke the back windshield
ol a vehicle parked in R1 Lot between Sept. 30 at 4:30 p.m. and Oct. 4
at 8:40 a.m.

■

breazephoto&hotmail. com
bn0agnphicsOhotmail.com
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Dan Surejko

Ads Manager: Adt Design Manager
Matt Lastner
James Matarese

CORRECTIONS
In the Oct.4 issue ol The Breeze, a
quotation from Stacy Fuller was
misattributed to Thomas Lavenir.

Fax: (540) 568-6736
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2nd Annual
Race to Beat Breast Cancer
5k & 10k Run/Walk
Hosted by Hamsonburg Pants and Recreation
In Association with Madison Association ol Recreation Students
(MARS/JMU)

Saturday October 23, 2004 @ 8:45 AM
All proceeds go to RMH Breast Cancer treatment
Call Erik Dart or Jason Payne 433-2474 for Information
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Yellow Cab
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Visiting scholar discusses
nuclear terrorism to U.S.
Nuclear terrorism against
the infrastructure of the
United States and how to
protect against it was the
focus of a lecture by visiting
scholar William Graham.
Graham, former science adviser to President
Ronald Reagan and current
chairman and CEO of the
Washington,
D.C.-based
National Security Research
Inc., spoke Tuesday at JMU.
His lecture, "Nuclear
Terrorism Against the
American Infrastructure,"
stems from his recent service as chairman of the
Congressional Commission
to Assess the Threat to the
United States from Nuclear
Electromagnetic Pulse.
. Graham addressed the
nature and magnitude of
potential nuclear attacks
against the United States, the
effect of nuclear attacks on
infrastructure and the United
States' capability to recover.
Physicians Assistant
program hosts events
The Physicians Assistant
program is hosting a week
of events Oct 6 to 12, both
on and off campus, including
information tables and blood
pressure testing.
The program began in
1999 and the university started its first class of PA students in the graduate school
last May. The PA profession
has been named one of the
fastest growing professions
by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and the BLS also
said that the number of PA
jobs will increase by 49 percent between 2002 and 2012.
The PA program will be
at Valley Mall all day today
to take blood pressures, and
also to educate more of the
Harrisonburg community
about the profession. The PA
program will participate in
the Graduate Fair tomorrow.
The PA program through
(MU's graduate school offers
two years of schooling, so it
is more flexible than medical
school, but scheduled along
the same model.
"The flexibility attracted
me," graduate student Ryan
Beachy said. Prerequisites
that are encouraged before
the PA program are courses
in biology, chemistry and
health sciences.
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Professors' rank, experience determine salary grade
Average Professor
Salaries
Prof Assoc AIRnks
University of
NotoeDame

1165

773

925

University of

105.8

73.4

79.4

Virginia Tech

—

hdbmalMvmHy
of lYrauytania

MS

89.1

S9.5

JMU

73.1

598

580

679

57.0

55.8

lowson umveniiy 755

605

5S.4

University of
Tfl

73.3

AAUP taculty salary oats at pubfahed in tie 2003-04 Faculty
Salaries (In Ihousan*) of dollars)
KEVAN MACrvBbjrophn ndnir

BY COLLEEN SCHORN

senior writer
Professors at JMU are into
four categories of rank: Instructor, assistant professor, associate
professor and full professor.
An instructor often is used
in science labs. "They help with
our lab support," said Louise
Temple, head of the biology
department. "In some ways,
instructor positions are nice for
people to try out teaching to
decide if they like it."
An assistant professor is
an entry-level position and
"normally carries with it teaching, scholarship and service
responsibilities," according to
the Faculty Handbook.
In the fall of his or her sixth
year at JMU, an assistant professor can apply to become an
associate professor. This promotion also will bring tenure.
An associate professor, in adlitinn to the assistant professor
requirements, has shown "substantial professional achievements, evidenced by an appropriate combination of teaching,
scholarship and service," according to the Faculty 1 landbook
Appointment as a full professor "is contingent upon recognition or outstanding professional
accomplishment" according to
the Faculty Handbook.

Prof: Concussion damage unknown
BY KRISTEN GREEN

senior writer
No two concussions are the
name, and the percent of those
that result in permanent brain
damage is unknown, according to a lecture on head injuries
in sports by a visiting University of Georgia professor.
Michael Ferrara, athletic
training program director at
UGA and a co-author of more
than 50 journal article on sports
injuries, spoke to about 200 students Monday night. FeiTara
titled his lecture "Concussion:
Myths and Facts Regarding
Head Injuries in Sports."
"You don't have to be unconscious to have a concussion," Ferrara said, stressing
that the general public has several misconceptions about concussions and their severity.

Clinical signs of concussions include headaches, feeling dizzy, feeling "in fog,"
feeling "slowed down," difficulty concentrating or falling
asleep, drowsiness or having
difficulty balancing, he said.
Once exhibiting signs of a
concussion, Ferrara stressed
that it is important to have a
proper evaluation by a doctor
and/or certified athletic trainer
through physical examinations,
exertional tests, self-reported
symptoms, neurocognitive
functions, posturography and
imaging studies.
Concussions account for
about 5 percent of the total injuries both in high school and
college football, and the most
significant injuries are to the
side of the head and the facemask region where you can't
see the blow coming, he said.

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
C. Larry Whitten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson, III, MD
Herbert E. Bing, MD Michael J. Botticelli, MD
MaribethPLoynes.MD
Sherry L Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rlttenhouse, FNP

Ferrara was invited to
speak at JMU because he recently completed work on a
position statement in the field,
according to Connie Peterson,
a former colleague of Ferrara's. The goal was to increase
awareness of concussions.
As "an athlete that has had
multiple concussions. 1 thought
it was very informative and
liked learning about the various treatments and tests done
on athletes in recovery," senior
Mary Beth Culbertson said.
Graduate student Mary
Katherine Martin — a former
student of Ferrara's at UGA
— said it "was helpful for my
profession to review what a concussions is and when to let athletes go back to the field of play.
Trtere is more research going in,
so there is more interest — there
are many misconceptions.''

Local (540) 434-3831
ToH Free (800) 545- 3348

ber is hired. Teaching and research competence are given
a high weight."
David Jeffrey, dean of the
College of Arts and Letters,
said, "Promotions are decided
by department head and the
unit's Personnel Advisory
Committee (PAC), a group of
elected faculty members.
"Both separately make recommendations to the dean, who
recommends to the vice president for academic affairs, who
recommends to the president,
who takes these recommendations to the Board of Visitors
The heads of each department are responsible for creating the annual evaluations
with input from an evaluation
committee said David Carothers, head of the math and statistics department.
"There are self-evaluations
and student evaluations, but I
don't know of a school that has
peer evaluations," Temple said.
"That might be helpful."
She also said a peer review system would be useful
because student evaluations
sometimes can be misleading.
Departments advtttiM "■
scholarly journals to attract
professors and there usually
is a search committee that
culls the applicants and interview three or four.

Recycling programs differ
in East, West coast colleges
BY JENNIFER NEDEAU

U-Wire
At universities across the
United States, varying levels
of initiative exist to protect
the state of the environment.
While college-age students tend to care more
.■hour thv environment th.tn
other demographics, there is
a difference in attitude from
West coast schools versus
those on the East coast.
Most colleges use a threebin system: One for waste,
one for paper and one for
aluminum. But more progressive programs such as
composting still is limited
to rural schools. West coast
universities and select col-

leges across the country.
At San Francisco State
University, University of
California-Berkeley and UC
Davis, students are able to
compost their raw materials — such as food scraps
and other organic materials
— using either worm bins
located on campus or a private collection service.
Sunset Scavengers, a private recycling company in
San Francisco, Calif., began
a revolutionary food and
scrap compost collection
about six years ago.
Since then, San Francisco has been named the
nation's organic recycling
leader by the American
Planning Association.

Mi DAS Auto Service Experts
•Brakes • Mufflers • Alignment • A/C Service
■Batteries & Starters • Maintenance Services
•Oil Changes • Berts & Hoses •Tune-Ups
•Shocks & Struts • State Inspection

Now Accepting Appointments
Monday-Friday 8:30-5:00

A doctorate normally is expected from an assistant pro- '
lessor, but in some instances a
person with a masters degree or
experience will receive a higher
salary than a less-experienced
person with a doctorate.
In the sciences, a doctorate generally is required and
a professor usually has completed post-doctorate work
as well, according to David
Carothers, head of the math
and statistics department.
The average professor at
JMU makes $73,100 a year, according to figures for the 2003('04) school year released by the
Office of Institutional Research.
Associate and assistant
professors make an average
$59,800 and $47,900 per annum, respectively. The average JMU instructor earns
$41,500 a year. The average
salary for all ranks of JMU
teaching faculty is $58,000.
Comparatively, the average professor at the University of Notre Dame earns
$116,500. The average salary
at UND is $92,500 for all ranks
of teaching faculty.
"Each level receives higher
compensations," said Douglas
Brown, vice president of academic enhancement. "Experience is a factor in determining
a salary when a faculty mem-

Mi DAS

" COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE1
MONDAY - FRIDAY 7:30AM - 6:00PM
SATURDAY 7:30AM - 2:00PM
282 University Blvd.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801

540.432.6623
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General Tso's Chicken'
or Sesame Chicken

Large (Quart)
Sesame Beef
or Orange Peel Beef

$6.95

$7.45

Large (Quirt)

Chiropractic...
The Right Choice For Your Future

Y^ Large (Quart)
/Sweet & Sour Chicken
( or Chicken with Broccoli

Is your dreani to become a doctor, to study m beautiful surrounrJngs. with a wortd-renowned
faculty and state of the art raoMes - what more could you want in a proisssJonal education?
Logan Colege students recerve all Sirs and more! If you are ready to accept the chalenge
of graduate professional study m science, physiotherapy, nutrition, raoWogy. clinical
sciences, chropracfjc tectmques and extensive clinical rotations, then Logan College
is the place for you
Logan Cotiege of Chrropractic gives you me skils to li
through non-evasive healthcare wMe preparing you to earn a substantial
income commensurate with your postern as a Doto of Chiropractic.
Most DC's work in a private practice setting, providing time for family
and other important quality of life priorities

Large (Quart)
Beef with Broccoli
or Mongolian Beef

$6.95

$7.45
Our kitchen uses onfy the

Large (Quart)

Shrimp Fried Rice
/

freshest,

or Shrimp Lo Mein Noodle

ingredients cookgdto order.

$5.75

Contact Logan College al 1-600-533-9210 oral torjanarJrn@logan.edu
lo receive an information packet deserting the world's fastest growing
liealtcare profession You can also visit our website at www logan edu

highest quaSty

GREAT WOK adds NO MSG.

tnsh (Md For a limited time, you can get steamed broccoli or mixed vegetable in
Jfgfllffiy! s,ead of "ce with any dinner size signature dishes for only $1.00 extra.

CHANCE™**

PflOCMGY
Always
Outnumbered
Never
Outgrown

30 beds @ each location

Caribbean 1 an

CartkjAj, Tan

Buy 3 tans for

Buy a Month
Get one FREE

/,t

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon-Sal. 10-9. Sunday 12-6
lomevau

iMtHiioauiei
notaottD TOOT

AND

$10

CD* • DVDs & more!

What a Record
Store Should Be!
WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

(all beds)
Limit one per customer.
• Coupon can only be used once.

(all beds)
Limit one per customer.
■ Coupon can only be used once.

■ Caribou Tan
I

I Sale! Buy any
Bottle of lotion for I

CORNFIELD
ACK f
WELCO
OME'
t
Wh iSFW
ThWSDAV. FRI
if AND SUNDAY

$251
Limit one per customer.
• Coupon can only be used once.

mm

9-10p.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

4D-ft8S?6'ft%00
From Cross Keys Rj. turn east on Port Republic fid Go 3.2 mi. and mm lot on
Go l.s mi. and turn onto Valley View Rd. Go 1 mi. Cornfield on right

Early Bird Special!
Buy a single session half price
before noon!
Includes basic, super, and cyber beds.

From Rt. 33, Perm Laird, turn soiMh on Lawyer Rd'Gr>£4 mi.
Tum right on PinevWe Rd. Go 0.8 mi, and turn left WW) Valley Vie
From Rt. 340, tum nest on Port Republic
Go 23 mi. and turn on Goods Mi Rd Go

A

Food Lion
Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
Shopping Center
A
v 433-9989
438-9989
>y*
Accepting FLEX
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Community organization to
hold adult-tutoring workshops

Dog saves neighbor

Judge will not reconsider
dismissal in sniper case

BY MIMI LIU

FAIRFAX (AF) - A judge
who dismissed a second capital
minder case against John Allen
Muhammad will not revise his
conclusion that the convicted
sniper was denied a speedy tn.il
in the slaying of an FBI analyst
In a three-paragraph filing Tuesday, Circuit judge
M. Langhome Keith denied
the motion to reconsider by
the Fairfax County commonwealth's attorney office. The
decision cannot be appealed.
Keith ruled Friday that
Muhammad's trial in Oct 14
2002, did not begin within the
time limit set by Virginia law.

contributing writer

SPOTSYLVANIA (AP) —
People searched Wednesday in
hopes of finding a 3-year-old
boy missing for one week.
The intensive search,
which included more than
200 people Tuesday night, has
found no trace of Tyreek Davis, said Maj. Michael Timm
of the Spotsylvania County
Sheriff's Office.
The search Wednesday focused on where the man last
seen with Tyreek — Herman
Lee Black, 45 - said he had
left the child. Black, who lived
with Tyreek's mother and her
children in Carmel Church, is
being held without bond on
child endangerment.

To promote adult education and
literacy in Harrisonburg/Rockingham
County, the Skyline Literacy Coalition
offers volunteer training workshops tor
tutoring participants in English as a second language.
SLC is a nonprofit organization
designed to help adults in the area
with their literacy skills. Volunteer
tutors are provided to teach basic
concepts such as reading, writing,
math and English as a second language. Tutors are expected to work
at least two hours per week.
At present SLC has more than 160
active volunteers working with 220plus students throughout the Harrisonburg/Rockingham County area.
This job can mean many things,"
said Sylvia Whitney, SLC public rela-

)1U. NANCE/AP

Owner Angela Crouch and Zeus outside Bent Creak Apartment complex in
Roanoke, Va. Zeus responded to a neighbor-! cries for help when he Ml.

Three-year-old missing
for over one week

tions head. "If you are a young student
[who wants to tutor), it's a chance to
see what the town is all about and experience what volunteer work is."
According to statistics from the
2000 U.S. Census Data, 13 percent of
adults over 25 years of age in Harrisonburg/Rockingham County have
less than a.ninth grade education.
Twenty-seven percent of adults
over 16 years of age have less than
a high school education.
"Literacy is an important issue,"
said Jay Morgan-Bungard, director of
SLC. "English is something that we
take for granted. [The learners] really
want to leam English, but they really
don't have the opportunity."
Training takes place Nov. 18,20 and
22 at the SLC office, which is located
next to the Dayton Learning Center
The workshop is free and attendance of
all sessions is necessary to participate.

JMU student's young entrepreneurs conference to be held at GMU
BY SARAH SHAHMORADIAN

staff writer
A conference for young entrepreneurs, one of the first of its kind, will be
launched by a JMU student this month.
The Young Entrepreneurs Summit.
a free event, will be held at George Mason University on Oct. 23,2004.
Junior Lauren Carpenter and her
fiance\ George Mason University
junior Christopher Auer, will hold
the conference for entrepreneurs.
In searching for ways to launch his
own info tech business. Aver started investigating the Washington, D.C., area for
conferences for young entrepreneurs.

When he could not find any, Auer
set out to make his own: The Young
Entrepreneurs Summit, a "guiding
light" conference that would help student entrepreneurs learn the necessary
steps toward starting and running a
successful business. Auer shared his
idea with Carpenter; a hospitality
and tourism management major, who
joined him in his venture.
The conference agenda reflects a
combination of interactive speeches, panel discussions and networking opportunities designed "to give
students the opportunity to ask
questions, get feedback and talk to
other students about their business

dreams," Carpenter said.
Auer said, "1 really wanted to
hear from experienced pros. 1 also
wanted to talk to other young entrepreneurs myself. And I wanted
to attend dynamic information sessions on entrepreneurship. So I put
all these things into the conference
itself, into this conference agenda."
The Northern Virginia Technology
Council (NVTC), a local professional
organization for info tech companies
in the northern Virginia area, also
became involved. Auer and Carpenter began corresponding with Cameron Kilberg, Project Coordinator of
NVTC's Entrepreneur Center

_pw Prices -

^Jiony's lUtJj College Students:
^^
**\\ n*
^ Everyday Special
gotten Fj^
XLCheesePizza
$4.99
pick - up or delivery

Now 2 locations
to serve you!

S6.50 minimum

540 432 0200

540 8018160

1762 South Main Street
llarrisonburg. VA 22801

22 Terry Drive
(Behind Kroger)

FOQ

\ Free Delivery (540) 568-9899 \
°

r-i«w *

A--i

£ Flex Accepted

Sun-Thu until
1am
Sun-Thu
until 1am

oo
& Fri-Sat until 2am *

Super Combo

BEST

Voted 01 by The
Breeze readers for
SC1 Chicken Broccoli
SC2 Pork, Chicken, Beel or Shrimp Chow Mein
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pork
SC5 Moo Goo Qai Pan
• SC6 Chicken with Garlic Sauce
• SC7 Hunan Chicken
$8.00 minimum
SC8 Pork with Mixed Vegetables
(limited area and JMU)
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables
$10.00 minimum
• SC10 Hunan Vegetables
(limeted
area
over 1 mile)
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts
• SC12 Kung Pao Chicken
• SC13 Szechuan Chicken
SC14 Almond Chicken
• SCI5 Hunan Beef
SC16 Pepper Steak
SC17 Beef with Broccoli
•SC18 Szechuan Beef
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
SC20 Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
• SC21 Hunan Shrimp
SC22 Triple Delight
• SC23 General Tso's Chicken
SC24 Sesame Chicken
SC25 Four Seasons
SC26 Pork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mein'
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables
• SC28 Orange Flavored Chicken

FREE DELIVERY

James Madison University
Summer Session in Central Europe
2005

°"'y@ All come with
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Spring Roll
8 oz. Plain Fried Rice
and choice of soup:
Wonton,
Egg Drop.
Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)
or Hot and Sour

Spend approximately aevan (7) weeks of
the summer exploring Central Europe.
This Intensive program places students in
Prague with travel to Berlin. Dr—den.
Vienna. Salzburg. Munich, and several
Czech villages

T.,n»tiv«d.t« May 10 to June 30. 2005
Cntditt Earn 9 onaoll hour*
M—i with loci officlaa and bi
Attend focal oonoara.
Tour of *Crtay LurtaWa" Caatla
Qa- down tr-a Oanuba
m^mhtnam an uwainlgnt In a oattta
Visit araa miaauna and paauaa
Saa ffw crown tawaa of tha Auatro-Hungartan Cmptra
and thaBavanan Royal Family
Visit local manufactunno plan*
Tour tha Unitad Nation* European t laaJquartam
Chacfcpotnt Charlto and I

Now avece-pun. sppaicaUoswt
li.wn.icd etud-nla ibnuld ont.seI I>. Mark L. U.ry.
CoMaa* of IINUMM, Pifuw* »■><• Buel««M l^w Pinffim,
al usxymMAVtenu.vdu of •end >n email to titudynbn—dOftpa* ■*"

Best Food - Low, Low, Low Prices - Best

\HChina Express!

delivery after 3pm
with college I.D.

Flex Accepted
We Deliver!

"Laura and Chris came to us with
perfect timing — we had just obtained a
grant for $1 million geared towards incubating entrepreneurship," Kilberg said.
According to Kilberg, the uniqueness of Carpenter and Auer's idea was
especially attractive.
"When he told me about the idea, we
jumped on it, especially since our center's goals are to focus on students and
get them involved, educated and excited about entrepreneurship," Carpenter
said. Kilberg recommended that Auer
and Carpenter pair with the School of
Management at GMU to further assist
them with their project. GMU now will
be the official 2004 conference site.

Q.

$5.99

ill
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Attention JMU Parents

Cid's PIZZA

Make us i/our first . lie

a

Casual Elegant Dining
"Best restaurant."
-eightyone magazine

unumMin.

IS.

Superb Historic Inn

H

-Sunday New York Times

Most Romantic,
Best Atmosphere

E^rel

>3 BUFFET

-DNR Reader Survey

o^

0a

The Joshua Wilton House

a

Inn and £estaurant

HARRISONBURG

Sou Owned 6 Operated by ////,, /\/// i//.//
THE RESTAURANT
•* Exciting cuisine using
the freshest local ingredients
»* Homemade breads and
desserts
»•• Seasonal la carte menu
—■ Exquisite food and
impeccable service
»*■ Award-winning wine list
*•■ Outdoor dining available,
weather permitting
»* Reservations Recommended
OPEN FOR DINNER:
Tue-Thu 5-9; Fri-Sat 5-10

THE INN
*• Five guest rooms in
Bed & Breakfast format
**■ FM// breakfast for our
overnight guests
»*• Q«e«rj sized beds, prnwre fear/t
** Soon to have wireless internet
412 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Virginia
540-434-4464 or
1-888-2WILTON
www.joshuawilton.com
From S. Main St. in front of Campus,
go north. /WH is at comer ofS. Main
and Campbell St.
ONLY 4 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS.

Winwio, Room WMM lot grrtaton M Pwd WMwd m tooM MkHpMMii^iMM
RM»w»IWMlwl^»»o^^iilO<x^on»»i.oondTu»i%i.Jw^to

a
16 Kin* of Pizza

Large 1—Topping
One large round pizza
wrtri theefe and one topping,

2035-91 East Marttet St.
Skyline Vlllagp Shopping Ctr.

(540) 432-9099
Paria * fafa<f *> tWert

Large Value Pack j
Twe large raiffld

tg^Cicifc
*^Zr '-ra*T»t« « PIZZA
■ ..,.„ ftG-

II

APARTMENTS
MENTS^B

WELCOME^
Make THE MILL
SIGN UP YOUR STUD

NOWJ
Friday 9 a.m.

OFFERING AMAZING DEAL
i LARGE Furnish
OVER $500 AN
i HUG I
24-HOUR Emu.

Will 111;

tL/\?ir
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topphq plzzv pl.r

I
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. EVENTS:
Weekend
offers parents
Madison
experience
f ^VENTS, from page 1
i year's break, because o(
ficulties booking them,
e tribute band is back and
"ill kick off the festivities.
"It was priceless
ng over and seeing
ny mom doing the twist,"
;jlenior Laura Dantzlersaid.
•Oantzler said she saw the
tribute show in 2002 and
fcvas very impressed with
ow the band sounded.
oked and acted like the
I Beatles. "1964 ... The
Tribute," takes place
riday at 8 p.m. in the
Vilson Hall Auditorium.
According to Becky
■tyltoa the coordinator
of parent programs, the
I Godwin Field Festival will
take place on Saturday
[ from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Twenty-one vendors, along
I with JMU Dining Services,
will be there serving grilled
chicken
sandwiches,
barbecue pork sandwiches
and hot dogs. Blue Suede
will be performing swing
and rock dance music.
Families also will be able to
pick up rickets ordered after
Sept. 30 on the commons
until 1 p.m.
The Parent of the Year
award will be announced at
the Godwin Field Festival.
"We work closely with
Student Ambassadors to
recognize special parents who
have impacted their children's
life in an outstanding way,"
Hylton said.
Following the festival
on Godwin Field is the
annual Parents' Weekend
football game. The Dukes
will play the University of
Massachusetts Minutemen.
"The football game is a nice
way to spend quality time
with our parents, but the
pre-game festivities are
also great because they get
to meet and hang out with
all of out friends," senior
Molly O'Brien said.
For general information
about Parents' Weekend
call the JMU hotline at x83190 or toll free (866) 3998432 or visit the Web site at
www.jmu.rdu/parents.

In the
know?

7, 2004
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George Washington U. offers scholarship to gays
BY BRANDON BUTLER

Thf GW Hatchtl
In an effort to increase the
diversity of the student body
and its Semester in Washington program, George Washington University offers a
$3,000 scholarship to gay, lesbian or bisexual students.
"The goal is to really offer
students as full an educational
experience as possible," said
Gregory Lebel, associate professor of political management
and director of Semester in
Washington, which allows nonGW students to study in D.C.
"Diversity in the classroom is
an important factor to any com-

plete educational experience."
The Gill Foundation, which
seeks to promote awareness of
different sexual orientations,
provides funds for the scholarship. Non-GW students apply for the scholarships, which
usually are awarded to two applicants each semester.
Accepted students take
two classes while studying
and living at GW, and have
opportunities through classes
to meet notable figures such
as Supreme Court (ustice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg and Republican Sen. Pat Roberts.
"I think ifs a good idea,"
said psychology professor Stephen Forssell, an openly gay

professor. "I'm encouraged that
liHf*! trying to encourage gays
to come here and also trying to
deliver the message that GW is
.i gay friendly campus."
Forssell said that adding
diversity to the classroom always is beneficial. "When 1
teach the sex differences class
it can add a lot," he said. "It
always adds something, it really can't detract"
Forssell said scholarships
are important for students who
may have had negative experiences other places. "A lot of
students who come out lose financial support," Forssell said.
"And the scholarship may provide a mechanism of support

for gay students who may have
had their financial resources
threatened by coming out"
John Amenda, executive
director of The Outcrowd,
an on-campus support group
for gay, lesbian and bisexual
students said, "GW is one of
the most tolerant universities
that 1 know of."
CW, along with Columbia
University and the University of California system, is one
of several colleges whose students receive Gill Foundation
scholarships. "At a small college, a gay student may find
a smaller community within
their school to become a part
of, but the advantage of GW

is that we have an entire city
as a resource, one that is very
open and accepting of gays,"
Amenda said.
While Forssell agrees that
GW is a very tolerant university, he said homophobia still
exists. "GW is very supportive, but [coming out| is still a
terrifying process," Forssell
said. "The reality of life is
that there is homophobia and
it does express itself in very
subtle ways that escape the
purview of the University."
Lebel, of the Semester in
Washington program, said
he has never heard any disparaging remarks directed
at homosexuals.
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Get ready for Parents' Weekend.
Shop the best selection of gifts and apparel around.
;

^

Stop by the store before
every home game for your

Write
r

FREE

News

spirit souvenir!
and you
will be.

AM JAMES

^VFMADISON
UNIVERSITY.

contact us at:

BOOKSTORE

Brcc/cncw.sW hotmail
v 6699

www.jmu.bkstr.com • (540)568-6121
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Duke Dog needs student support
For the first time in years, attendance at JMU's home football games
has reached a healthy number —
largely because the Dukes stand in a
dominating position in the Atlantic
10. Even last year, when the Dukes
went 6-6. at least one face was the
same at every game — Duke Dog,
JMU's canine mascot.
Despite all the ups and downs,
the game of Duke Dog's life starts
next week when the finals for the
Capital One Mascot Challenge begin. Duke Dog will face off against
11 other mascots from around the
nation to determine who is the ultimate in college football furballs.
Students should have no problem
with this competition — it's all about
pride and going crazy at football
games. Every crazy fan strategy is
more than encouraged — body paint,
signs, and hair dye are necessities.
Duke Dog is up against mascots
from schools as far afield as the
University of Montana and as close
to hone as Virginia Tech — ifs
high time to avenge that 43-0 loss
in football last year.
JMU students are absolutely essential to pulling out a victory.
While the mascot's personal intensity is important, the competition
also involves crowd interaction and a
popular vote. To win, JMU students
mu^t p.irk into the fnothal! game*

BREEZE PERSPECTIVES

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Government borrowing
not same as in business
TIM ROSE

contributing writer
Aeovemment should not
run a budget deficit. A country should not hold debt.
A society that does borrow
money is acting maliciously
toward its own economy. A
business can benefit from
the use of borrowed funds,
while a country will not.
There only is one reason for which any entity
ever should borrow money
— to make profit off the
borrowed capital. Any reason not involving a return
or economic enlargement
should be regarded as ignorant. Businesses borrow
money because they can
use the borrowed capital
to turn out large profits by
using money to pay for resources and assets which
will make it possible for
them to grow and compete
in their market. The widely
used principle of financial
leverage is when companies
borrow money and end up
taking in larger profits than

they would have if they had
not used borrowed funds.
Companies use this principle because they can retain
the profit made after interest payments. Not only can
a company use borrowed
capital to create revenues to
pay interest payments, they
can create revenues above
the interest owed and profit
off of the loaned money —
this is why companies use
borrowed capital.
For a government — or
any entity which cannot
recover the cost of interest
owed — borrowing money
is foolish. When governments borrow money, they
simply will lose the money
paid toward the interest.
A country is not a business and, therefore, has no
way of recovering the cost
of interest which is tied to
loans. This means counties
pay much more when they
should have paid much
less. The U.S. government,
in reality, is wasting its citsee BORROWING, page 9

QKK THE WIRE

Possible 'October Surprise'
provides election spoiler
JORDEN NlEBUR

Daily Nebraskan
As the 2004 presidential
campaign winds into its last
month of existence, and most
recent polls showing Kerry/
Edwards with a razor- thin
lead, an old tradition of
American politics is about to
come prominently into view:
The October Surprise.
A dreamy political situation for any political pundit,
so long as their candidate is
not the one getting destroyed
by it, the October Surprise is
exactly what it says.
As recent as four years
X), the United States saw a
•sic and mean-spirited version. Although taking place in
early November, just a couple
days before the election, police
documents had leaked out
further demonstrating President George W. Bush's youthful r ckleaaness: A DUI.

and go as crazy Saturday evenings
as they do on Friday nights. Crowd
intensity and interaction with Duke
Dog are the wave of energy he must
ride to the Capital One Bowl.
Crowd intensity won't be
enough, however — students are going to have to take one or two minute
breaks from their instant messenger
conversations to vote online for their
favorite mascot in six head-to-head
match ups. JMU has a long, uphill
fight in the popular vote category
— if s outnumbered in student body
size by eight of the other competitors. The theme of the season rears
its head again — every vote counts.
Luckily for students, no registration
is necessary for this election.
This competition could bring a
wealth of recognition to JMU — the
winner is featured at halftime of the
Capital One Bowl. As JMU seeks to
become a more prominent university, publicity that shows prospective
students how intense and vibrant a
student body JMU has is invaluable
— not too mention a major selling
point for prospective athletes.
Duke Dog kas done much for students over the years — now it's time
to show him the support he deserves.
For the next few weeks, the only song
in every student's head should be
the JMU fight song and everything
should he tinged a little purple

Immediately decried as
"dirty politics" (as if the game
is normally virginal). Republicans did all they could to
force the Gore campaign to
criticize the new information. Gore, of course, denied
any involvement. A couple
of days later, with numbers
reversing in the polls, the
Gore/Lieberman campaign
was able to gamer a national
lead of over 500,000 votes
Alas, in this country, winning the popular vote is constitutionally meaningless.
Removing ourselves from
wishful thinking to our current painful reality, contemplations arise about what the
new October Surprise will be.
Could it be what the
"loony left" has long hypothesized: The final capture of
Osama bin Laden? Both sides
tee SURPRISE page 9

VWU fan needs 'sense of humor'
In Cathy Meighan's letter on Sept.
30 she said that JMU fans at the West
Virginia University football game on
Sept. 25 were an "arrogant, snobby,
obnoxious bunch of fans." I was at
the game and I agree with her when
she says that the chants of "overrated"
was obnoxious. However, I had to
laugh when I realized that the chant
was coming from a few students trying to "stir up the pot" with a little
misplaced enthusiasm.
Meighan needs to get a sense of humor and then take a walk through the
parking lot of her "beloved" Mountaineer stadium as a visitor. On game day,
my husband and I got to the stadium
parking lot and made it about 50 yards
before we encountered a group of 10
tailgaters. The only things that identified us as being from JMU were our
purple shirts They booed and cursed
at us. The comments and barbs continued as we walked past other groups.
We said nothing. We had been to JMU
games at George Mason University
and the University of Richmond in the
heyday of JMU basketball. These were
serious rivalries and, yet we never
had experienced hostility like that of
these WVU fans. Why would Division
I-A powerhouse WVU care about the
fans of Division l-AA JMU that they
were sure to trounce? At that point I
only could conclude they were an "arrogant, snobby, obnoxious bunch of
fans." I think the WVU fans need to do
a little self-evaluation before fuming
the mirror on JMU.
Dawn Smith Morris
Alumna, JMU Class of 1983

Breeze not for religious opinion
I thought that The Breeze's decision
to print Brian Goodman's article on
liinstianity and homosexuals was In
extremely poor taste. On top of the fact
that articles with a religious spin do not
belong in the opinion section — everyone has an opinion on religion and you
never could nave enough space to print
them all — Goodman did not really give
a good impression of Christians wanting to "befriend" homosexuals. "Not being afraid of befriending a homosexual
person is a great place to start, heaven
forbid." I'm not gay, so 1 don't know for
certain, but I'm pretty sure that homosexuals don't really want friends that
have to overcome a fear of speaking to
them because of their lifestyle.
1 also did not like reading things in
a newspaper that sounded like a handbook for converting non-believers.
I can appreciate and agree with
Goodman's opinion that Christians no
longer should look at homosexuals as
the "lepers of our time," but the next

time The Breeze gets an article with such
a Christian spin, please put it where it
belongs — Trinity Broadcast Network
or the Fox News Channel.
Matt Keenan
sophomore, biology major

of getting a good seat do not change depending on how you purchase the ticket.
The solution for JMU either is to sell all
tickets at one location or have ticket printing capabilities and a database system.
Chris Babb
senior
math/ secondary education major

Column provides good advice
Thank you for writing and printing
the article entitled "Goals of Christians
are outreach, not hate" in the Sept. 30 edition of The Breeze. Homosexuality is one
of the most prevalent controversial issues
in our society today, yet it is an issue that
is feared by most Christians. I think this
article is a good wake-up call both to gays
and Christians because it explains both
of the groups' viewpoints and addresses
the first priority of Christians — to love.
Many non-Christians are turned off by
evangelistic strangers, so 1 hope that
more Christians start to follow the example Brian Goodman suggested in his
article: We love the people individually
first; that is.our job. It is God's job to convert them, and if he uses us to accomplish
the conversion, it is wonderful, but verbal assertion of the Gospel should not be
forced upon people. St. Francis of Assisi
stated, "Proclaim the Gospel at all times,
and if necessary, use words." There are
no extra steps involved — all you need
to do is simply love. I believe the article
was right on target, and I hope that every
JMU student reads it.
Kristen Letnick
freshman social work major

Warren ticket policies illogical
Before tickets even are sold for a Wilson Hall show, they are physically partitioned. One set of tickets goes to online sales, another to local stores and a
set stays in the Warren Hall Box Office.
When you go buy a ticket at Warren, they
will give you the best seat, but only out of
the ones that they have. Potentially, you
could sleep in, mosey into Plan 9 Music
or hop online at 2:30 in the afternoon and
get a better — slightly higher priced —
seat than somebody who waited in Warren Hall Box Office all morning.
It gets worse. After a day or two, the
tickets that aren't selling at these satellite locations are brought back to Warren
Hall for them to sell. The person 10 minutes before you at the box office just got
bad seats in upper balcony, but then a
new set of tickets shows up and you get
great — normal priced — seats down in
orchestra. That doesn't seem fair.
Thankfully, companies like Ticketmaster have the sense to use a computer.
When you go to a Tickefmaster outlet, call
or shop online, that vendor will search
the database, get the best seats, and either prints your tickets right there or you
get them later. Different stores don't get
different tickets beforehand. Your odds

Weapon bearers not a threat
The problem with a concealed weapon does not lay on campus, it lays off
campus. All the staff and a large student
population live off campus. These citizens have a legal right to protect themselves and their property. In my experience, the No. 1 reason people carry a
gun is for travel. When a person is going
to campus, they have to be unarmed and
that is problematic.
The argument most often told to me is a
Xthreat idea — "Idon't want someone
e a gun on campus because they will
shoot someone." According to the National
Center for Policy Analysis, "since Virginia
passed the right-to-carry law (1995), more
than 50,000 permits have been issued, not
one permit holder has been convicted of a
violent crime." The reason is quite simple
— CCH permits are difficult to get and
only true law-abiding citizens can get
them. No policy ever is going to prevent a
recurrence of the Appalachian Law School
shootings on Jan. 16,2002. A fact that often
is overlooked is that the suspect was apprehended not by campus police, but by legal
citizens who were exercising their right to
conceal a weapon.
The bottom line is that law-abiding citizens are not a threat to campus security.
If the SGA wants to do something about
campus security, why don't they work on
Student Body President Tom Culligan's
proposal to increase the number of blue
tights around campus or the many other
issues they could be dealing with?
lusim A. Gray
senior
political science/ philosophy major
Editorial policies
Responses lo all articles and opinions
published in The Breeie are welcome and
encouraged. Letters should be no longer
than 2 SO words and can be e-mailed to
hrrr7eopm10nQhotmi1l.com or mailed to
The Breeie MSC 6805 Cl, AnthonvSee«ef
Hall, Harrisonburg, VA 22807. Ann Opinion
section.
The home editorial reflects trie opinion ol the
editorial board as a whole, and is not necessarily
(he opinion ol my individual suit member ol The
Breeze
Ulitorial Board:
Alison fargo. editor in chief
Ke/ry lasper, managing editor
/Men Slmey. opinion editor
Ihe opnions m this section do not nrcessanly reflect
the opinion ol the newspaper, thn staff, nr lames
Madison University.
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BORROWING:
Loans hurt nation
I BORROWING, from page 8
-izeru' money by holding a
| large debt.
If the United States was to
resolve its debt problem and
possibly pass legislation making
an unbalanced budget illegal,
the country would be in much
better economic standing. This
would guarantee that tax dollars would be placed directly
back into the nation and not into
the hands of foreign creditors.
Of course, deficit spending is
warranted in extreme situations.
If the United States ever were to
tail into a large scale depression,
deficit spending would help
strengthen the economy. In a depression, the economy usually
needs a jumpstart. The government needs to create incentives
so people will put their money
into the sluggish economy and
get it moving. One way a government can do this is by providing its citizens with cash, either
by tax cuts or by offering jobs.
Tnis, in most cases, requires the
use of borrowed funds. If laws
are passed against federal debt,
there would nave to be a wellthought-out loop-hole clause
about times of dire need.
When people run into debt
problems, they must take part in
the preventative act of destroying their credit cards. America
needs to do exactly the same.
The government needs to stop
wasting money and settle its
debt problem. The United States
could enjoy an interest paymentfree budget and a more efficient economy where American
tax dollars only would benefit
America, not foreign creditors.
Tim Rose is a sophomore finance
major.

OPINION

SURPRISE: Election could swing quickly
SURPRISE, from page 8
have long agreed that this
would ensure Bush a strong
reelection, but what if?
Now, seeine that it is
highly improbaole that the
U5. military will be able to
just randomly capture him
in the next month, what if
they already had? What if
bin Laden nas been holed
up in a damp bunker for
the last six months, with
Karl Rove patiently waiting
until the proper moment
to debut a denigrated bin
Laden to the world, and introduce "Dubya" to something his father was never
able to accomplish?
Although I would be corrupt enou$i to contemplate
something as immoral as that 1
highly doubt the Bush administration has seriously considered that detailed a rouse And
even if they have, the sheer logistics of it are mind-boggling
at best Phis, the Democratic
Party would pay millions to

blow that story.
With that improbable situation out of the way, and removing the \\ Ksibihiv of "discovering" weapons of mass
destruction inside Iraq, what
will be our October Surprise?
If Zaraqawi and Co.
do decide to attack or destroy a school, consider it
guaranteed that Bush is
reelected. After the Beslan
massacre in Caucasian
Russia, Bush's lead from
the Republican National
Convention was expanded
by "security moms' (who
replaced "soccer moms"),
paranoid their children
could be subjected to the
same bloodstained end.
However, if the increasing dead happen to be
American soldiers, Kerry
will experience a sizable lift
and will ride into the White
House. No president wants
the American people to
watch the gruesome murdering of their daughters and
sons on television and have

the blame placed squarely
on him or her.
On the other hand in a less
murderous arena, what about
the current job market? If the
current numbers of increasing
unemployment benefit seekers an? accurate, then the last
numbers before the election
will be debilitating to the president and likely shave a couple
points oft his poll numbers.
But if the numbers were
to go on a sudden uptick,
and the job market were
to expand by 250,000 to
300,000, then Bush can finally shout to the masses that
his tax cut program is working, and Kerry will be in for
quite the pummeling.
It is fairly depressing
that either candidate's fortunes are pinned almost
solely on the suffering of
others. Quite simply, it is
not a situation either candidate would want to be in.
Jorden Niebur is a columnist for the Unniversiry of Nebraska's Daily Nebraskan.

OFF THE WIRE

VP debate 'shows up' Bush, Kerry
A vice presidential debate isn't, by
name, as exciting as when the big boys
take the stage. The vice presidential candidates don t get the same exposure, and
don't always have the chance to make an
impact in the election.
So will it matter?
This debate was far better than the
first presidential debate. A key difference
started with the placement of the candidates on the stage. Sitting next to each
other, the more informal style allowed
the candidates to interact and show some
passion about the issues.
Edwards started out on the attack. Citing some of the same examples Kerry did,
he refused to let viewers believe the current
president has a decent plan for Iraq.

Cheney, a skilled debater whose performance belied his experience, did his
homework. Time and time again, he called
■*•—■**■'
»«H
Edwards' "*~-^"
"facts" «»«««—<~«.»»i«««
misrepresentations and
provided his own evidence.
While Edwards often got off-track and
re-answered previous questions, Cheney
had no problem taking less than the allotted time to make his points.
But will it matter?
Will it matter that Dick Cheney won
the debate?
Cheney showed why many think he's
the brains behind the current administration, and Edwards had no answers for the
attacks on his absence from Senate voting
(although these kind of attacks are nothing new in a presidential race).
Edwards didn't get destroyed by any
means. He showed that he has a personality, even if he doesn't stray from the safety
net of Kerry's sound bites.
But none of this changes much. As Jay
Leno's "Jay-Walking" shows us, some people don't even know who the vice president is, let alone pick their ticket based on
the second in command.
At the most, this will serve as an
equalizer between the two tickets. After
the last debate, Kerry rebounded in a
big way. But no one's in the hole right
now in terms of public opinion, and
Cheney made up tor Bush s bumbling
last Thursday.
Bush and Kerry have some catching
up to do. Their running mates showed
them up Tuesday night in terms of energy,
passion and preparedness. Hopefully, this
will force the presidential candidates to
carry on that same standard into the next
two debates.
This staff editorial originally appeared
in the University of Arizona's Arizona
Daily Wildcat.

E-mail darts and pals to
JlL^mw^^
brtevdpGhotmaiLcom
£¥ /
Dam A Fats art aibmttnt ^^^^^^
anonymously and printed am a
Mpace-avaUaNe basis. Submissions
an board upon ant persons opinion
of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth
An "as-if-there-weren'tthousands-of-other-books"
dart to the jerk who stole
my biology book from the library Monday night. 1 hope
A "way-to-show-youryou fulfill your passion for
JMU-spirit" pat to the guy
studying cell division.
dressed up in a chicken
From a frustrated senior
costume who came to chat
wlw can't afford to waste any
with my tour.
more money on GenEd books.
From a senior girl who is
really going to miss the random and hilarious things that
happen every day on campus.
A "thanks-for-doing-yourbusiness-and-leaving" pat to
the guy who came into the
bathroom while my boyfriend
A "did-you-forget-yourand 1 were having sex.
team-has-lost-the-last-threeFrom a senior who wanted
NFGchampionships?" dart
a memorable night at fMUand
to all the obnoxious Eagles
definitely got it.
fans at Biltmore Grill every
Sunday who ruin our Steelers-watching experience.
From tuio die-hard SutlA "thanks-for-being-aners fans who realize the west
amazing-little-brother" pat
is best in Pa and look* forto my freshman brother
ward to your silence when we
who lifts my spirits every
release some "Cowher Power"
time I see him by telling me
on Nov. 7.
how pretty 1 look.
From your junior sister
ivho doesn't know how tht
made it through two years of
A "what-a-great-friend"
college without you here
pat to the girl Saturday
night who took care of her
belligerent, puking friend
and stuck by her side even
when they were kicked off
A "look-at-yourself" dart
of the bus because of her.
to the girl on Saturday night
From a bystander who
who ended up puking all
watched your loyalty and adover the bus and ignored my
mires you for your beauty both
suggestions
inside and out.
From someone who's seen
you act like this before and
believes you should be able to
control yourself by now.

Impress your parents!
{Oursare »i - of reading out wriri«/| I

I lie opinion section is always looking for commited
comlumnists il you're interested, email Alex ai
brtezeopinion<& holmail.com

COMICS

SPATS
PICKERING

PASSING THROUGH
CHRIS SWECKER

UKoK... «*Mfei« *l*epy

TH£ NEIGHBORS
AREMOVIHG-OOT.'

Fi gkt the urge... Need
pass course...

•is

Eyei closed b.-r IT*
Teacher will ju»f thl

/i^pM
GEEZ... I HOPE IT
WA* NOTHING WE Dip.
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CROSSWORD

WELCOME <TMV HREtfTSI

OPENING AT rfootf
OK
SATVRRA.Y AND SVtf«LY
CALL AHEAD SUTirfc I CVRBSIDE TAKEAWAY

540.438.0190

CASEY'S
SPORTS BAR AND GRILL
COME PARTY WITH

Pour Pointer
Shcnka
1400 EAST MARKET ST.
HARM SONBURG.VA

DJ JEFF FIFE

Saturday
i~\t—i-/~»r>rr« C\

OCTOBER

*i r\r\ <<■
9, 2004'

9PM-1 2MIDNICHT
COVER CHARGE $3.00

-2521

•

\m\

#

CROSSWORD
r~ r— T

ACROSS
1 "Thai was a close one'"
5 HoiTor-film extras
9 E-junk?
13 Football leam
19 Troubadour's
instrument
20 Each
21 Holy headgear
22 Kill with 6a
23 Taj town
24 Wen. alliance
25 Like -of bricks
26 Checsemakcr's need
27 Start of a remark
31 Busy bug
32 Initials of interesl?
33 Snuggled up
37 Iraqi city
40-de deux
42 Requirements
45 Bristol brew
46 Chalky cheese
47 Tidied the terrace
49 Word form for "bird"
51 Compete
52 Hotelier Helmsley
54 Take in. perhaps
56 Actress Thurman
57 Fury
59 Part 2 of remark
61 Standish's stand-in
63 Day or Duke
66 Foreman's fortes
67 French port
69 Raps.
70 Dry run
74 Part 3 of remark
77 Encounter
78 Diva Maria
80 Plaza Hotel kid
81 Ewe said it!
83 Massenet opera
84 Mistreat
55 Part 4 of remark
90 Diocese
91 Fix a fight
92 Spartan serf
95 Pith helmet
96 Make lace
98 They're out of this
world
101 Early emancipator
103 TVs "The Twilight -"
104 Kimono closer
105 Snowy bird
106 Relative of-ator
107 Mad general?
109 Duncan's murderer
112 Olive product
114 Tighten the tent
115 End of remark
124 "On the Waterfront"
star
127 Gymnast Korbut
128 Plunder

«' 1 7— i-i

ro- IT" 17

'7

p

™

IS

n

T?
■
►J

w

ic;

■

!«

■
in pas

*
*
129 Carry out orders
130 Confer
131 Singer Campbell
132 Frank or Francis
133 Forsaken
134 Ringed orhitcr
135 Manuscript ene
l36PUsner
137 • ranch

DOWN
1 Realty map
2 0'Brianor Downs
3 Raison d'4 Put on
5 '71 Woody Allen film
6 Separately
7 Shopper's sack
8 Primer pooch
9 Like some Cheddar
10 Coaching legend
11 Bum remedy
12Cadfael. for one
13 Fervent
14 Yorkshire city
13 Surrealist Max
l6HcflinotClihurn
17 When Paris sizzles
18 Badminton divider
28 Bend someoneV-(yak)
29 Dispatch
30 Delhi Mxw
34 Shirley's sidekick
35 Ransom-Olds
36 Scottish river
37 Complaint
38 Perched on
39 Rational

IM

m

m
M

HI

l?9

n

IS*

40 Brazilian kicker
41 Addiessabbr.
4< LeatMd
44 Sum
46 Mi ZatfMd
48 "America's Most
Warned" host
50 Conceal
9 A affirmative
55 Fjiglish cxplnrer
58 Wander
Mi Greenhouse items
62 Miss
64"-.Station Zebra"
('68 filmi
65 Salon request
67 Toilet water
68 Ever's partnei
69Mikitaor Musial
70 Pt. of the whole
71 Team •
72 Stretchy
73 Ballet movement
75 More mysterious
76 Diminish
79 Planck Wad
i.l the boards
84 Flying brother
85 Price
86Gloppy
87 "Once - a midnii'hi
dreary . .
88 Hawaii's state bird
89 Plucekicker's prop
93 Zola or Griffith
94 Rock's-Lobos
'»> Hen's hubby
97 "The Daba Honey
moon" ('14 song)

99 Disappoint
100 Silly trio.
102 Fall fuslm.n
108 I-HI employee
liiiSu.itnli.cK
111 Witch's home
114 Conversation piece?
116 Grabs all the
goodies
ll7PoetWik.ox
118 Thick slice
119 Actor Franchot
120 Winter woe
121 Hunt's "-Ben Adhem"
122 Dweeb
123 Actress Daly
124 Small shot
129 Stephen of "Ready to
Wear"
IM NOW Scoua hrs.

t&i MEANT FOR rwi BEACH uOr rs4E W0W&

NOW TAKING RESERVATIONS FOR THE
2005-2006 SCHOOL YEAR!
*. u \i:~

IP

m

PMEHTS'
12.
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H

1
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Stone Gate
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FOCUS

Total ratings
2.243.242
No. of JMU ratings
20,573
No. of hits per day
over 50,000

Source:
jifa

nyprofessors.com
and site creator
John Swapceinski

9*'fro
the best),
helpiu
tws student
As one of th.
is "too bad she has ,\ I
M "itemypTofrsson.com aim
while others rareh
of the posts are from early 2003 for a lot of th,
.ird to see how aco:
rJason
Moore, an occasions I
Although some entries may seem a bit harsh. Swapceinski
states on
Anything libe'ous will b.
About two-third
,aie
the site, he stated. "1 get threaten.
i legal
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University Eyecare
Dr. Franklin A. Cerrone,

It? RT Computer Systems

O.D.

I

• Comprehensive Eye Exams • Treatment & Management of Eye Disease
• Contact Lens Evaluations • Refractive Laser Surgery Management
Walk-ins Welcome
10% Discount on professional service and eyewear
to JMU students & faculty with JAC card
Located next to Wal-Mart
in Harnsonburg Crossing
(540) 433-7341

Hours:
Mon & Fri 9 6
T-Th 9 - 5
Sat 9 - 3

«• PARTY LAND f»

Compute' Systems. Paris Peripheials and Se

o Low Price - Quality Brands
o Expert Advice
o Expert Upgrades & Repairs
Desktops • Notebooks • Printers • Monitors • Scanners • Parts
In Kroger Shopping Center

540-442-7335
Mon-Fri9-6 Sat 10-5

Beside Plan 9 Music

Hometown Music
GUIIARS. AMPS, DRUMS,

PA

AND MOBE

- www.hotnetownniutie.ffet
MM
0NMM

Thinking of a Theme Party? We've got what you need!
• Halloween Decorations

• Balloon Bouquets

• Party Decorations including Luau theme
Receive 10% OFF your purchase
with college ID and this ad!

PASpHm

• On site Balloon Decorating

Hair Corral

Utuurt S50. May not w
■otflad to tale prlut, otfur offart w
dltcoonti or ippflad to liyawayi.
Eiq>iref Satar4«v 10/09/04
M»IIMIH

-■

Ctmptv Interftets & Software

PAR«*k

540 433 3994

142 South a short distance from Super-Walmart Dayton. VA 540-879-2557

SAVE \0%OFFRE6ULAR
PRICE ON ANY PURCHASE.

ttfktlRMorlm

• Delivery Available

Town Center (next to Heavenly Ham)
182 Neff Avenue Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Coupon

434 41

ain Str««t Hurt: MorvFrllO-6; SttlO-S

m

—.

Moyer's Unfinished Furniture
I he house.

Oak & Solas
2475-0 South Main Street
Harrisonburg. VA 22801
(dehmrl Pi,

(540)432-1383
houseofoak.com

Mon - Fri - 9AM - 8PM
Saturday - 9AM - 6PM
Sunday 1PM 5PM

JAMI s MADISON

'IRSITY

Coming Monday: Black Eyed Peas Preview
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REVIEWS
Shakespeare
makes his way
into student play
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

staff writer

CATTUN FMELJiomribuiinKphdotrapher
Famous Last Word*, Murphy's Kids, I'd Rather Die and Through the Harlot's Eyas played Monday to a packed crowd at Malntreet Bar
* drill. Through the Harlot's Eyas (above), a band from Virginia Beach, pumped up the crowd with their energy and enthusiasm.

A Crowd Pleaser
BY SHELLY ZAOATA

contributing writer
Ifs Monday night of midterm week, and
you've had enough cups of coffee and bad
chenustry equations to make your stomach
turn. Instead of making one more trip to Wilson
Hall for more coffee, why not take a serious
study break and head down to Mainstreet Bar
& Grill for some live music? Some students did
Monday night for an amazing show.
Four bands — Famous Last Words,
Murphy's Kids, I'd Rather Die and
Through the Harlot's Eyes — rocked out.
The bands are with the Ceerius label, a
clothing and music company based out
of Virginia Beach and are a mix of posthardcore punk, ska and metal.
"We cover things that happen in everyday

We cover things that happen in
every day life, whether you're 13
or 84. It's all about experiences.
— Christian Atkins
lead singer, guitarist
of Famous Last Words
life, whether you're 13 or 84," said Christian
Atkins, lead singer and guitarist of Famous
Last Words. "Ifs all about experiences."
The turnout was exceptional — about
100 people were there when the show began
— for a Monday night, and the smiles on the
faces of the crowd were proof of the audience's excitement. People were throwing

back their arms and kicking up their feet.
"I've been a big fan for a couple years,"
junior Michael Dolce said. "(Murphy's Kids|
music appeals to all tastes."
I uiimr Reid Attaway, guitarist of Murphy's
Kids, said his favorite part about being in a
band is "playing for people who have never
seen us and having them connect."
Senior Paul Riley, trombone player
of Murphy's Kids, said his favorite thing
about music is that it takes him to another
place. "You can have all the shit in the
world on your back, but when the lights
hit you and the music is pumping through
your veins, none of it matters."
Next time these bands are in town, put
down your pen and close your book. Head
down to Main Street for the show — it's sure
to be entertaining.

The fuzzy line: When things go too far

Audience, prepare thyselves. The light comedy of
"Shakespeare's R & J" gives
way to gut-wrenching drama in
this interpretation of William
Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet." Goosebumps are guaranteed from the all-female cast
in pin curls and saddle shoes
as they portray the story of
Romeo and Juliet.
"R & I" centers around four
students in a Catholic school
who stumble upon an abandoned
classroom and find a banned copy
of "Romeo and Juliet." The forbidden contents of the play send
the students away from a life of
rigid prayer and holy obedience.
There are two different versions of "R & J" — an all-male cast
and an all-female cast. Neither
cast has been allowed to see the
other's interpretation, according
to sophomore Brynn Dorsey, a
member of the all-female cast.
The female cast includes
Dorsey and juniors Millie
Juraschek, Monica Booker and
Anna Kate Bocknek. These
actresses can spout wherefores,
begones, and sirrahs with the
best of them, but even the
most
Shakespeare-illiterate
shouldn't be daunted by this
Elizabethan tongue. While the
girls' screwball antics are fodder for laughs, their expressions
of rage and grief are gripping.
The actresses have moments of
intense and very realistic emotion within the production.
The play is put together
with intrigue — the energy of
the actresses adds spice to the
script, and the movement on the
stage is well-varied. The actresses
Clant themselves on high wooden
locks, whirl in a frenzied, furious
game of tug-o-war, or simply sit
placidly cross-legged and watch
the other girls perform scenes
from the dusty pages of the play.
Lighting conveys the mood of the
piece — warming to a golden glow,
then waning to a metallic purple coldness as the colors play on glinting
silver chains strung from the rafters.
The only costumes in "R & J"
— knee-high socks, plaid skirts
crisp, collared shirts and navy
schoolgirl sweaters — lend realism and proved surprisingly versatile during the show.
set SHAKESPEARE, pap 75

Tiger hears wedding hells

Students discuss the definition, consequences of cheating
BY LISA GERRY

senior writer
Leaving life as a flirtatious singleton and transitioning into a devoted partner can be somewhat awkward. Interactions with the
respective sex become much
more complicated and what
once was appropriate behavior now could be considered
cheating — fodder for jealousy and arguments. One thing
is for sure — until boundaries
are established, lines will be
crossed, which creates opportunity for much heartache.
But what boundaries are
appn>pnate? There is a blurry
distinction between what constitutes being unfaithful and
what is considered harmless
interaction. For some, holding
hands, dancing or sitting on a
lap that doesn't belong to their
significant other is cheating,
while to others it is fair game.
"Unfaithfulness is different for

each person, and as a couple in
a committed relationship, they
should set up rules and standards based on their values,''
senior Lucy Wells said
Senior Thomas ). Lahr
said that in a relationship, it
is important to establish what
physical actions mean to one
another It is not the partner's
action that has the potential to
do the most emotional damage,
but their motivation instead.
"My feelings would be
much more hurt by what |my
girlfriend] did emotionally than
by what she did physically,"
Lahr said. "The ultimate
cheating is someone falling m
love with someone ehe."
While perhaps the more

ambiguous form of infidelity
to
identify,
emotional
betrayal could be the most
painful. Physical attributes
easily are manipulated and
inevitably change, so it is the
emotional connection that
endures and is the strongest
bond.lfapartner'semotional
interest lies with someone
else, it can be devastating to
the relationship.
As a relationship progresses and becomes more
serious, the partners'. trust
lor one another should
strengthen. It often Is the
case, however, that as one's
love for his or her significant other increases, so then
does their vulnerability. It

can become difficult to confront one's own jealousy
rationally and keep insecurity under control.
"If you're in a relationship, you should trust |the
other person]," senior Ellen
Kokinda said. " And if you
are worried about them
talking to other people, you
shouldn't be in a relationship. If you are in a happy
relationship, then I don't
think you should worry
about flirting, or when
your significant other hangs
around the opposite sex."
The
definition
of
cheating
ultimately
is relative. In order
to avoid unnecessary
conflict, it is imperative
that couples discuss the
issue honestly. Lehr ssid,
"There are boundaries to
be crossed, but there takes
a lot of communication
to find out what those
boundaries are."

PAI.LSAKIMA/U1
Golf superstar Tlfer Woods married Swedish model
Elln Nordegren Tuesday, Oct. 8 at the country club
of the luxury resort Sandy Lane In Barbados.
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We want YOU
for The Breeze,
Now accepting resumes for
Advertising Account Executive
Submit resumes to
Matt Lastner or Bree Mills
(in the basement of Anothony-Seeger)

by Wednesday,
October 13th.

Call 540.568.6127 or
e-mail the_breeze@jmu.edu
for more information.

500,000 New Books
Save 60% to 90%
1,000
AKM

cJ*' Breakfast All Day
Breakfast Burnio

1.00 off

$3.99

ea*i, htm. cheddar cheeie. lomiio, L onion
Breakfast in a Wrap or Kaiser Roll
e»s>. bacon, Cheddar cheese, avocado, lomaio.
AV. mayo

$3.99

Veggie Wrap

'okis. toasts. I rosin
tWr'o.50

and small drink

_exp. 10/31/04

Egg & Cheddar Cheeie on a Bagel or Croijsani
add bacon or sausage
Taylor Ham, Egg & Cheese on a Bagel
Bagels

By look at Games II
(safoinw ratal Slit!)

OaVy'4.50

wUo i elections at Amtrkm I
world history, sociology, tktiem

Bt~I
lilt I'll

& literature, nitrite I nature,
religion, audio took*, computer

Ittfknti ratal Slltt)

books, health t fitntss, MiY-

Only'6.00

htip, chirk n s books and more.

before 11 a.m.

$3.99

'U1' Cheddar cheeie. ipinach. iirc pepper.
red onion. vetjie cream cheat. * Thai tauci

lowfot cream cheese - regular, strawberry.
& veggie

fmrs 04 Itleol Jokes,

iy breakfast sandwkh

to See
More
You Die

Featuring...
1.000 «
|1jtl£

)

$2.69

October 9 thru 24
Open Only During Scheduled Dotes Irom

$2.99
$3.79

600 University Blvd.

$.65
$1.39

Hon.- Frl. M^n^ToO p.m.

m -ncr

—

Sat. 7:4^L_. 7:00p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m. - 7tt> p.m.

SntMlatoSaw'j [ ■ ftenaaichaan
Isofliovar 1
raUSIt'SI 1

Four Points*

Owrfrko
'8.00 |

Sheraton

Olympic Room Brunch
Every Sunday
11am—2pm
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• On DiiMt* florta
{whom Ml SMtS mM

Only'6.00 each

Doily

9»M-7PM

Great Selection of Cookbooks
BIO USA

1400 EAST MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG,VA

9AM-7PM

Open Columbus Day, Monday, CHI 11th from
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1K42SirKtf
Sra
IwfarVw

s

IheFmpm
History
ot the World
byJM loaafh
IrMatSIIKI
Only'5.00
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'
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6y S™ Iviim
Isehamc letd
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Only'8.00
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ttty r7.WM *•*»*■
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o/'nafaaaaiaiMiBrVoM.
.WtylS^
OWy'4.00

~^— Sunday Brunch include! —S~^
Carnal Prime Rib
Om«letSt.ti.,ii

Blue Ridge
Mountains

MW» Sefeffion of Oxford JVorW's Ob$$ks
inoWne man by
hotknten

Heaylemes
Gtiagr ■«

Wafffr Stall ,|
Peel and Hat Sliruup
Frean Fruit Diaplay
Full Salad Bar

OWtoftoteK
Jnapkuwoi/
atoomia Oatitjj
anionyosion

(Quantities limited, arrive aocly for best selection |
lorottd 15 minutes south of JMU bite 1-81 to nil
?40 _ ««t w M. 68? J wotth for the sign

rtlM 11, in. .iKfiaa Koast Pork /_.•

fumt ff«UiH

Green S'allry

AV.- filaf, Qnm lijan Alm.'nJino.
I I..I BtlaAfcn Item.: SmmbU Egg,, Bacon 8 Smaog.. Country Cm**.
Bi^uiU, li,eJ,li* Potion, Cnb (iOatmtJ
At alwaya i-li.mij.g'iic anj Hlixxly Mary'a
Talilc full uf ...„rt, J cUaeerla.

mm

1IPK

,1

www.gvbookfair.com/jmu

TTT

2 192 Green Valley Ln., Mt. Crawford, VA 2284) (800)385-0099
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SWEETS: Candy Corn

Treat yourself sweetly this Halloween
BY HALI CHIET

contributing writer

'Lords of Discipline'
broods upon truths of
brotherhood, betrayal
BY JAMES IRWIN

senior writer
Although my paperback copy of Pat Conroy's
"The Lords of Discipline"
is 498 pages, it took me
only a week to read. The
first lime was during my
freshman year of nigh
school. Five years later, I
have not found a book 1
enjoy as much.
Conroy's novel takes
the reader into the world
of the Carolina Military
Institute. The year is 1967,
and the protagonist is Pvt.
Will McLean, a senior at
the military college.
Conroy tells the story of
four distinct personalities
— that of McLean and his
three roommates — who
come together against the
backdrop of aristocratic
Charleston, S.C
While the setting is one
of beauty and high social
status, the plot reveals a
sinister side exposing the
racism and corruption of
the institute.
The reader follows
McLean through his horrible freshman year in the
plebe system — a hazing
system where freshmen
are broken and then built
again by the institute into
the ideal cadet.
The novel later returns
to his senior year where he
is assigned as a liaison to
Tom Pearce, the first black
student in the history of
the institute.
Life at the institute
revolves around the words
"honor" and "code." When

McLean uncovers a mysterious group within the
institute determined to run
Pearce out, because of his
race, his personal code and
the college's code come
into direct conflict with
each other. Subsequently,
McLean and his roommates
are caught in a series of
events that threaten their
future at the institute.
Along the way, McLean's
inner rebel is revealed. Like
most cadets, he was changed
by the plebe system.
But, unlike his classmates, McLean resists
becoming the man the
institute wants him to be
— an honorable man of the
military. McLean survives
the system, and — as a
result — he has earned the
right to be critical of it.
In the novel, characters
create lifelong friendships
and fall in and out of love,
but they also are betrayed
by their fellow man.
The genius of this book
corresponds with its setting
— it's the story of a man's
college experience, but it's
an experience most readers cannot imagine until
they immerse themselves
in McLean's world.
Conroy's language is
masterful — offset by the
crude, realistic words of
the characters.
By placing readers inside
McLean's head, Conroy
brings them into direct
contact with the power of the
institute, the camaraderie of
military brotherhood and
the emptiness of betrayal
and loss.

October finally is here,
and Halloween quickly is
approaching. This holiday
— known for its colorful
costumes and tasty treats
— simply is not complete
without candy corn.
Candy corn dates back
to the 1880s, according to
the National Confectioners

Association. George Renninger, an employee of the
Wunderlee Candy Company,
invented the sweet, brightly
colored candy.
In 1900, the Goelitz
Candy Company (currently the Jelly Belly Candy
Company) began making
the sweet treat.
Today,
manufacturers
use a "cornstarch molding
process." A tray with molds

for the candy com is filled
with cornstarch. The candy
is made by pouring different-colored syrups from the
bottom to the top — yellow, ,
orange and white. When the
layers are cooled, the candy
gels together to form the
sweet candy corn.
National Candy Com
Day is Oct. 30. Pick some up
and try out the fun recipes
listed below.

looking
101

Howling Candy Corn Cookie Bark

Candy Corn Popcorn Balls

16 Halloween Oreo cookies, coarsely chopped
11 / 2 cups miniature pretzel twists, coarsely
broken
1/3 cup raisins
2 packages (6 oz. each) Baker's Premium White

114 cup (1/2 stick butter or margarine)
1 package (10 1/2 oz.) miniature marshmallows
1 package (4-serving size) gelatin, any flavor
12 cups (3 at.) popped popcorn
1 cup candy corn

Baking Chocolate

1/2 cup candy corn
1/4 cup brown and orange sprinkles
Spread cookies, pretzels and raisins into 13x9inch rectangle on a lightly greased baking sheet.
Set aside. Place chocolate in small heavy saucepan;
cook on low heat until completely melted, stirring
constantly. Drizzle over chocolate cookie mixture;
spread with spatula to evenly coat all ingredients.
Top with candy com and sprinkles; lightly press
into chocolate mixture to secure. Cool until firm
and break into pieces Store in airtight container
at room temperature.

Microwave butter and marshmallows in large
microwavable bowl on high 1 1/2 to 2 minutes
or until marshmallows are puffed. Stir in gelatin
until well-blended. Pour marshmallow mixture
over combined popcorn and candy corn in large
bowl. Mix lightly until well coated. Shape into
16 (2-inch) balls or other shapes with greased or
wet hands.

Source: Kraft Foods

Do friends tell you you're creative?

SHAKESPEARE: Actresses
energetic, real on stage
SHAKESPEARE, from page 13
Juraschek said the classic
story of Romeo and Juliet still
applies to modem audiences.
"We know these (characters!." Juraschek said. The
audience can relate to the characters because they share the
same emotions.''
She said that the actresses
were inspired by their own
lives to breathe ufe into their
characters. For example, Michelle Booker said it was difficult for her to separate acting like herself and acting like
Shakespearean character
Some audience members
may question an all-female
cast playing both male and

female roles, like those of
Romeo and Juliet. However,
Dorsey said the show wasn't
about nomosexuality.
"We want to snow that
love is a universal emotion
that can happen to anybody/'
Dorsey said.
The all-female version can
be seen Friday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m.,
and Sunday, Oct. 10, at 2 p.m.
The male version is today
and Saturday, Oct. 9, at 8 p.m.,
with seniors Daniel Cullen
and Andrew P. Ballard and
sophomores Vince Zangardi
and Brandon Ferraro.
Tickets are $8 general admission and $6 for children
under 12, senior citizens and
I At card holders.

Do they say you've
got a way with words?
Do they say you're awesome?
Do they say you're fun?
They should tell you
to write for Variety.
Live up to your friends' expectations.

breezevahety@hotmail.com
for more information

Monday Special!
* **Wr Chicken Burrito
Q.toGo* Prices
<TMnfcl-<*H*»ll.i.ii&m .li.ni.gi I I iipvmy
HOT TAC0 IAR
20 People"

>1S0 .i.«

30 People

>220 . m

SO Ptoplt

'370 ■!»

ioo p«opi«

nn. m

t- am H»a 1H ■••pk. ptem mk t- • *n
Mm " iM ww IM rwmrnmiMtn Si
MOT TACO IAR ADD ONS

540-56-4-1515
223 Burgess Road, Harrisonburg.VA
Harrisonburg Crossing Shopping Center

For more fun
fall foods, log
onto the Food
& Fun section
at www.kraft.
com. Search
for fun Halloween foods from
throughout the
world or find a
new, interesting beverage
for any season.

Cllantro lime rtct M MUMS

*U. ui

Black or pinto bum i» UIVUMI

>15.m

•OX LUNCHES

Burrtlo noneiMde wrfllla chips
with choice of $als« and a coolie

»7. iu

(« back .<... pWau call Mix 11. -

Qdobt. Q-u-Co mt Nc*Jim W» burrttM Uf flavors art
registered Irtimvts of (Jdobt tatiimnt Corp • 2003

RIGHT IN FRONT

OF YOU
FLEX accepted!
Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m.- 10p.m.
Sun. 12-9 p.m.
We cater for parties, meetings, ect.
Call for details.
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LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENTWASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

540.433.1232
1851 Reservoir St.

conveniently located acrost from Coetco)

We do more than
just transmissions!

UM^
fl w

We're your one stop shop
for general
automotive repair.
Rental Cars Available

1110 Virginia Ave (RT42 North)
3171 SMamSt(RT11 South)
1926 Deyerie Ave (Behind Valley Mall)
1041 W Market St (RT33 West)

(540) 433-5800
www.miraclecarwashonline.com

qualified drivers over 18 welcome
Shuttle service available.
Services may vary by location

11

m*£

LESSON It2. MIRACLE WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!
The card it FREE
Every 8" wash it tree
Prepaid option (20% ttudent bonus with ID)
See attendant or on the web al www miraclewaahcard com
LESSON #3. SPOT FREE RINSE - LESS WORK - MORE PLAY'

BUZ ONE
FORK BBQ
SANDWICH
fOR $2.99
AND GET

Buy One
j Cone or j
! Cup and f
Get One \
■
Free!

0M ftttl

■ (Waffle cones .50 extra) ■
1 coupon per person. ]
Expires 10/14/04.
J Harrisonburg store only J

1 coupon per person.
Expires 10/14/04.
Harrisonburg store only

GR&VD
Home Furnishings
AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION

Quality Items For Your
Home Including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Living Room
Dining Room
Bedroom
RecUners
Mattresses
Outdoor Furniture

• Accessories

• And More
2080 EVELYN BYRD AVE
(Behind VaUey Mall)
HARRISONBURG, VA

(540) 434-7619

like youm
yqui
_^^ •Looks
9LOOKS IIKV

the pool mis year
fiadies. ..check out our new Gfwakdhfcts!

Don't miss out again...

sign up with Ashby
for 2005-2006.

TOTTO)
AND IrWKCING
540433-5612

200 South Ave Harrisonburg, VA
voted

$5 Off

anything
Expires November 30, 2004

the Best

by You!

T\4 Rf» HM LaM. S

STORE HOUR
Monday-Thursday

Friday & Saturday

12-10

Sunday

12-5

^Pterang MH nvathbU on Sunday*

J

1

Coming Monday: Recap the football game against UMass

THE BREEZE

I www.thebreeze.org

Football set
for UMass

SPORTS

Safety shares brother's competitive fire
have gotten off to a 3-1 start in 2004.
LeZotte's physical play is what
has impressed his coaches the most.
Redshirt freshman safety Tony
"Tony's a very physical footLeZotte is an intense player on the ball player," Matthews said. "The
field; just ask his brother, redshirt saying goes 'football is a collision
game and dancing is a contact
senior quarterback Matt LeZotte.
"We push each other," Matt sport' — Tony epitomizes that.
said. "1 would go home in the off- You coach players and it's obviseason and we'd workout together. ous that they're different; he's one
of those different players."
It made us better players."
Tony said, "We both love to
Matthews talked about Tony's
compete. We come out and we want impact on the field. He also spoke
to win everything. On the field, he about his starting free safety's
pushes me to be the best player I quick teaming curve.
can be and I do the same for him."
"He's like a sponge," Matthews
When Tony was looking at said. "He absorbs a lot in film and
colleges, he used three criteria to over the course of a ball game."
make his decision.
Tony agreed.
"When I looked at a school,
"Right now, I'm getting used
I looked at academics, the social to the speed of the game," he said.
life and — of course — athletics," "That's the big difference between
Tony said. "At James Madison, the high school football and college
football team is on the rise and football. I'm getting better, but I
this school has all three qualities still need to improve "
— other schools didn't."
As far as statistics go. Matt is
The other schools also didn't ranked in the top-five all-time at
give Tony an opportunity to play JMU in four offensive categories,
football with his brother.
including total yards. Matthews
"A lot of schools had a lot to said if Tony can stay healthy
offer Tony," Matt said. "JMU was enough, he may one day find himthe only school that gave him a shot self ranked in JMU annals
"If s hard to say where he's going
to play with his older brother. It was
to be [his senior year]," Matthews
a big reason why he came here."
JMU fans have seen a lot of said. "He has a chance to play over
Tony this season as he continues to 40 games here, and the defensive
break up passes in the secondary statistics will speak for themselves.
and make open-field tackles.
"He's going to have bumps and
LeZotte is in his first season as bruises because he plays with reckJMU's starting free safety. However, less abandon. The only thing that's
coach Mickey Matthews said Tony's going to keep Tony from being a
football mentality enables him to great player is health. You need to
stay healthy to be a great player."
play beyond his years.
But being a "great player" isn't
"I've made the comment before
that Tony's the most highly recruit- the label LeZotte thirsts for. In coned player we've ever signed, and gruence with his competitiveness,
he is," Matthews said. "He has a his goal is winning — ideally while
Matt still is in a Dukes uniform.
great feel for the game."
LeZotte has proven Matthews
"I look to win the A- 111 and hopecorrect. He leads all JMU players fully make a run for the national
with 29 total tackles as the Dukes title," Tony said about this season.
BY JAMES IRWIN

assistant sports editor

srr UMASS, r*.er U
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LeZotte's physical play key to success

BY MATTHEW STOSS

Parents' Weekend will bring
not only parents to the JMU
campus this year but also the
University o( Massachusetts (23X0-2). The Minutemen will take
on the Dukes (3-l)(2-0), ranked
No. 19 in The Sports Network
Poll and No. 24 in the ESPN/
A Today Coaches Poll, in a 1:30
It kick at Bridgelorth Stadium
but coach Mickey Matthews
I't putting much favor in JMU's
rior ranking.
"I-AA rankings are really difult," Matthews said. "1 think
Dt of it is reputation. It's very
ficult to get in and very difult to get out."
The Dukes will be without one
! their 100-yard rushers from a
veek before. Redshirt sophomore
Aunning back Alvin Banks suf'fcrcd a broken left leg, on a non^eight-beahng bone in either the
(■West Virginia University game
H last weekend's contest against
^Lfstra University, and will be
Out 3-5 games.
I "If s going to hurt us not havi^h one of our top tailbacks for
^B game." Matthews said.
■ Last weekend against Hofstra,
^Kks carried the ball 19 times
^B 118 yards, averaging 6.2 a
Kh in the Dukes' 31-21 win
^Hr the visiting Pride.
■Taking most of the carries in
^■nks' stead against UMass will
^B redshirt sophomore Maurice
pvnncr, who led JMU against
.Wofstra, compiling 148 yards on
24 carries. Fenner also scored
three touchdowns.
"He's played fine," Matthews
said of Fenner. "Maurice is still
learning, and he's been very a

THURSDAY, OCT.

sports editor

muttcrro
Redshirt freshman tree safety Tony LeZotte leads all JMU players with 29
tackles In 2004. The Dukes are off to a 3-1 start heading Into this weekend's
Atlantic 10 matchup with the University of Massachusetts.

MEN'S SOCCER

Dukes ready for battle with VCU
BY JORDAN SCAMBOS

contributing writer

Sophomore midfielder Mark Totten dribbles past a Towson defender last
weak. The undefeated Dukes take on No. 23 Virginia Commonwealth Friday.

The unblemished 9-0-1 Dukes are
off to their best start since their 2000
Colonial Athletic Association championship season.
Their matchup against No. 23 Virginia
Commonwealth University (6-2-1K2-0)
in Harrisonburg Friday will have a major
impact in the CAA standings.
Despite a flawless record and a lead
in the CAA the Dukes still have much to
prove. Apart from a 3-1 victory at Virginia
Tech and a 2-1 win at Bucknell University,
JMU's other vanquished opponents have
a cumulative 27-16-8 record.
"We've had a few tests this year,
but this game is a big deal," junior
defender Danny Sheridan said.
Friday night will be the Dukes' chance
to prove their worth on a national stage.
'The team is really excited about this
opportunity," coach Tom Martin said.

While the Dukes outscored their
CAA opponents 9-1 last weekend,
VCU also added two conference victories. As the Dukes downed Towson
University 5-1 at home last Friday,
the Rams were busy upending No. 20
the College of William & Mary, 2-1.
Two days later, VCU rook down No.
15 Old Dominion University, 3-1.
"The CAA is the strongest it's ever
been," Martin said. "And VCU in the
recent past has been king."
CAA points leader, VCU forward
Dominic Oduro, will be the focus of the
Dukes' defense. JMU also will keep an eye
on CAA assists leader Ricardo Opoku.
"I've scouted Oduro. He's phenomenal," Martin said.
The Dukes' offense, which has outscored opponents 26-6 this season, will be
tested by VCU's newly adorned National
Player of the Week, goalkeeper Saul
sftJMU.pngfU

Ricky Williams wants to rejoin Dolphins
BY STEVEN WINE

Associated Press
Maybe former Miami Dolphins
running back Ricky Williams is tired
of traveling. Maybe he has run out of
books to read Or maybe he doesn't
want to pay the $8.6 million he owes
the Dolphins for breach of contract
Whatever the reason, Williams
wants to rejoin the Dolphins and
has asked the NFL how soon he can
return, his agent said Tuesday.
Ifs unclear whether the 2002
NFL rushing champion must serve
a suspension the rest of this season
for repeated violations of the league
drug program. He has asked the
league for a hearing to clarify his
status, but no date has been set.
A Dolphins source speaking on condition of anonymity
said the team's understanding is
that Williams can't play this year
because of the violations
Williams left the Dolphins reel-

ing when he retired just before
training camp in late July, and
they're off to an 0-4 start — their
worst since 1966. His agent, Leigh
Steinberg, declined to discuss
Williams' change of heart.
"All 1 can tell you is that Ricky
has asked me to explore and to try
to facilitate his return." Steinberg
said. "He's excited and in good
shape and misses football."
One likely factor for Williams'
reversal: On Sept. 24, an arbitrator ordered him to repay more
than $8.6 million to the team for
breaching his contract.
Steinberg and the Dolphins
declined to say whether there
have been recent conversations
between the two parties.
"This is an issue between the player, his representative and the league."
Dolphins general manager Rick
Spielman said. "Accordingly, we don't
have a comment on the matter."
Last week, coach Dave

Wanastedt said he hadn't talked to
Williams in about a month.
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello
declined to comment on the situation.
Since retiring, Williams has
traveled to Asia and Australia,
but Steinberg said he's now in the
United States.
"He's in excellent shape,"
Steinberg said. "He has been working out regularly and looks great."
Williams and the Dolphins
traded long-distance barbs in
the days after he quit. But the
Dolphins' poor start likely would
make them more inclined to take
him back.
The 27-year-old running back
has given many reasons for retiring. He expressed a desire to travel,
read and continue smoking marijuana. He said he was unhappy
about his contract, a workload he
considered excessive and Miami's
see MIAMI. p*gi 18

DAVID ADAME/AP
Former Miami Dolphins running back Ricky
Williams reportedly is interested In returning
to the NFL.

Men's golf
falls in
inaugural
Invitational
The JMU men's golf team
finished 15,h out of 17 teams
Tuesday in the inaugural Joe
Agee Invitational.
The Dukes shot a threeround total of 943, paced by
senior Barry Londeree and
freshman Scott Marino.
Both finished with a teambest final of 230 for the three
rounds at 14 strokes over par.
Their best rounds carded
at 75. Marino's came in the
first round and Londeree's in
the final round. Marino and
Londeree both tied for 40,h
overall. It was JMU's highest
placing in the tournament.
JMU's best round as a team
was in the second, when the
Dukes shot a collective 302.
Rutgers University won
the tournament with a team
score of 871, beating the
College of William & Mary
by six strokes.
Towson University's Alex
Brueggeman took medalist
honors, shooting a two-under
par for the tournament, highlighted by a first round 67.
Four Colonial Athletic
Association teams competed in the Invitational. The
Tribe had the highest placing at second while Towson
finished third. Old Dominion
University and the University
of Delaware finished 13,h and
tied for 15,h respectively.
JMU is next on the links
Saturday for the JMU
Invitational at the Lakeview
Golf Course. Competition starts
at 8 a.m. both days.
- from staff reports
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JMU: Big game
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JMV, from page 17
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Montero. Montero stopped two penalty kw*»
last weekend.
VCU is not the only team on the rise — after his multi-goal performance against Towson.
freshman midfielder Lasse Kokko was named
CAA Rookie of the Week.
The Dukes' offense has been putting up
numbers of their own. Sophomore midfielders Kurt Morsink and Mark Totten have four
points each in the last four matches. Kokko and
junior midfielder Bobby ' •umphrey each have
three points over that same span.

MIAMI: Back
wants to return

Texas

use

Georgia

Georgia

MIAMI, from page 17
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Pittsburgh
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NY Giants

NY Giants
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Seattle

Si I ouia
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new offensive coordinator Chris Foerster.
He acknowledged testing positive for
marijuana three times. Under league rules, a
player in the NFLs drug program faces suspension if he returns in the calendar year after he announces his retirement. If he returns
after a year, he faces a lesser suspension.
The Dolphins might be headed toward
their first losing season since 1988. They
only have scored two touchdowns in four
games without Williams, who rushed for
3,225 in two seasons after being obtained in
a trade with New Orleans.

UMASS: Dukes minus a tailback Saturday
against Minutemen in Atlantic 10 match-up
UMASS, from page 17

much a team player, but he still
hasn't played a full season yet."
Fenner also is recovering
from a shoulder injury that
kept him out of action against
VWU two weeks ago.
"We'll still rotate backs but
we'll see how much we have
to and figure out playing time
Friday." Matthews said. "It's
yet to be determined.
Behind Fenner on the
depth chart are redshirt junior
Raymond Hines and redshirt
freshman Antoinne Bolton.

SO. s

MAIN ST

Body Jewelrv
Tapeartes
Peters
ens.-

StieL-ia

Hines and Bolton have seen
limited action this season.
Hines has carried the ball 15
times for 60 yards and Bolton
has 10 touches and 42 yards.
Both are averaging about four
yards a cany.
"Antoinne hasn't played a
lot." Matthews said. "And everytime Raymond has played
he has played well, and we
have no reason to think he
won't continue that Saturday."
Handing the ball off to
Fenner and company once
again will be redshirt quarterback sophomore Justin

NEXT TO JESS'

Qvj'ct- i

* *^*g »VaaV»
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" 95
i ^24

with Matt LeZotte, but Justin brings a little more to the
table in overall ability. It's still
a very close competition and
we'll continue to evaluate the
quarterback position as we do
with any position."
Rascati will be throwing against UMass free safety
Shannon James, who had two
interceptions for the Minuteman in last week's 29-7 loss
to Boston College and now
has five for the season. James'
performance last Saturday also
EVTN SHOATIunior phou$milm
earned him A-10 Defensive Redshirt Junior wide recl.v.r Tahlr Hindi gat* airborne for
Player of the Week Honors.
• recaption In JMU'. 3121 win over Hofstra laat Saturday.
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Rascati, who has started all
four games for the Dukes this
season in favor of redshirt senior Matt LeZotte.
Last week, the 6-foot-2inch, 220-lb. transfer from the
University of Louisville was
19 of 22 for 188 yards and one
touchdown.
For the season, Rascati is
42 of 63 for 445 and five touchdowns. He only has thrown one
interception while completing
66.7 percent of his passes.
"We're totally confident
with playing either QB,"
Matthews said. "We can win

»
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3 or more for
$9.95 each
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PARENT/ WEEKEND FOOTBALL TICKET/
fTUDFNTf CAM PICK UP THEIR

PARENT*

WEEKEND TICKET/ AT THE TICKET OFFICE IN THE
CONVOCATIOH CENTER
MONDA/, OCTOBER 4TH THROUGH FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 8TH.

TICKET OFFICE HOURX ARE

9:00 AM - 5:00 PM.
I

ONE TICKET PER
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Starting October 4
Come check out our
new Mix & Match
Entree feature
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Offer ends Sept, 30
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1544 E. MARKET STREET HARRISONBURG VA 22801
(540) 434-7234

Classifieds
BUT
"OUT REPUBUC
1
BEDROOM
tolU|c »ilh porch in historic river

irea. $600 renudeposil include*
itar/sewer'lrafsh/washer/dryer
additional storage building. No
linking Pen negotiable 249-S449
^IIERh WILL YOU UVf NEXT
fl.AR.' JMioffcamptu.com is die
comprehensive FREE website
[sung the best houses, lownhouses,
unntents. and graduate housing
2003-06
JMVoffcampuscom

ROOMMATE
NEEDED
for
Hunler'a Ridge lownhouse for Spring
semester
$225 month
Furnished,
washer 'dryer, close to campus. 781439-J693
or
voMmhcoW"" «*.
2ND SEMESTER LEASES - Hunten
Ridge and Country Club Court. E-mail
swhttztlwltt-ano'-assocuua.com
call 1540) 433-7222

THE BREEZE

MAKE MONEY TAKING SURVEYS
Earn SIO-JI25 for Surveys. Earn
S25-S250 roc Focus Groups Visit

www.caih4alndtHli.com/brttn
MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Earn While You Shop! Call Now Toll
Free
I-888-25S-6040 Ext
13399

OR
RESUMES
$i<jft
BTUT
Ridge
Community College (540) 453-2215.

SERVICES
ROl P FUNDRA1SLR Scheduling
Betas* - 4 aossrt of your group's lime
PLUS our free (yea, tree) fiindnising
solutions LOUALS S1.000-$2,000 in
earning* for your group Call TODAY for a
1450 bonus *hen you schedule your nonsales ftindnuser with Carrirnurundnuser
Contact CampusFundraiscr. (888) 9233238, or visit wnw.campm/mihLlr%\itmcom.

IUKI

95 PONTIAC GRAND AM OT White.
Four-Door. Automatic. 88.500 miles.
S3.450 or offer.
IS40) 867-5680

|HARMINGTWOBEDROOM HOUSE
;ar campus Quiet, private. 432-7377.
llED
ROOMMATE!
female
nale needed ASAP, lownhouse.
(6V
rao.
(571) 235-0397

BARTENDING! S250/day Potential
No experience necessary. Training
provided (800) 965-6520 Ext. 212.

fRING SOUTIfVIEW SUBLEASE
e needed Spring Semester. $336
itmonth MaleorFemale(5'l 1214-JOSH

TAKING ONLINE SURVEYS MAKES
YOU S75! www CtlPa/dToThmk cam
RbSPONSIVE
MANAGEMENT
A wildlife/ftUural reioutce research
firm II hiring polite, professional,
reliable people to conduct telephone
research
surveys
(no
sales).
Bilingual/Spanish
interviewers

i .ouii: Abroad Spring Scmntrr?
I ThtBmnOwiidAduo Infltorrwr*
Itl ntvtr loo ««fy to go ortrw (o
1
DWOB your ad todty !

www. thebreeze. org
PI LIMIT YOUR HOUSING
fch lo just a couple of properties
JML'offcampus com.
The
riiy of JMU housing opt torn
in one place. Free. eaay. and
open.
JMUoJfcampus. com.

also needed Check our website at
www rwsporui.vmanagtmenl com. Parttime lo full-lime hours; Sunday-Friday
4 p.m.- 9 p.m.; Saturday 12 p.m.- 5
p.m. Apply at 130 Franklin Street.

POKER
Help

PLAYING
Wanted

STtWNTS
Email

jobsQcollrgfpoktnhampiomhip com.
PARKING SERVICES is currently
seeking students interested in working
for the student enfeecerneni program
We have shins available on Tuesday
and Thursday mornings from 8a.m.12pm Apply on the web at www.
jmu.edu/ perking, or in person at our
office located on the ground level of
the parkins deck. Call 568-6105, or
e-mail
jmtiparhng2004(aJiolmail
com
for
additional
information.

WANTED -DPERS AND ~OM"ERS
If you participated in Destination
Imagination or Odyssey of the Mind
in High School, and would like
to become a part of a University
MB
l I r US KNOW?
E-mail
.irmttrrmfajmuedti (540) 255-3439

MAKE MONEY. SURVEYS Make
Money ai Home Taking Surveys? Is
this possible? Find out the Truth at
www TruthAboutSurveys com.

YOGA IS MORE THAN FITNESS
(.lasses now forming thai will stretch
your mind as well as your body.
www.ogoodurttch.com
830-5077.
SKYDIVE! One day Ant Tandem
jumps from 13.500* from our 22
jumper
aircraft.
Girt
Certificate!
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3759)
FREE
ONLINE
BUSINESS
You
can market hundreds of products
from your own retail store. Visit.

klip ■ //wlgi139.fretstortclub com.

[2

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK 2005 Travel with ITS,
America's "I Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Behemaa
and Florida Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call for group discounts Information/
Reservations
1-800-648-4849.
www stttravel com
■I SPRING BREAK WEBSITE!
Lowest prices guaranteed'
Free meals!
Book 11 people, get 12th trip (reel
Group discounts for 6*
www SprutfBreakDlfCounit com

1 www.ihebreeze.org I THURSDAY, OCT. 7,2004 H9

CAMPUS REPS' SPRING BREAK! KS'
Earn money or discount for all the hoi
Spring Break trips! New; Las Vegas,
Puerto Villaru. 28 yean of Student
Travel Two free trips - 15 travelers
I -866-SPRINGBreak
866-777-4642.
www iuMpnngbrrak.com
BAHAMAS SPRING RRrAk t clcinty
Cruise! 5 Days from \W Includes
meaLs. port-taxes, exclusive beach parties
with 20* of your favorite iv celebrities
as seen on Real World. Road Rules
Bachelor! Great beaches, nightlife
Ethics
iwird
winning
company'

www. Spring Break Travel com
1-800-678-6386.
SPRING
BREAK1
CANCUN.
APAPULCO. JAMAICA From $459 •
uu. Florida $ 159! Our Cancun Pnces are
SlOOIeMthanothen! Book no*' Includes
breakfasts, dinner, Ethics award winmnjt
company.'View 500 hotel reviews and
videos at Mm SpringBreakTravelcom.
1 .ROO-rV8-MR6

StuderiKrty.com

Spring Break
Official htnet
OiMjain-Break

SPRING

ililiii!

Bahamas Party

Cruise

$299

Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
Lowest CncH On SwH) *"••
i 2M1 *«r OMNHstflan

SprlngBrtakTravtl com

1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK ■ ! Spnng Break
Vacations! Cancun. Jamaica, AcsCttlco,
Bahamas. Florida & Costa RK.I ( ampus
Reps Warned' I ree MwM 8OO-234-7O07
a^aiiipiasiiikiai

PERSONALS
ITTENTION PARENTS:
'Ml

:

.1

I

subscnhinw to)

1 800-838-8202

We want YOU for tMjjnke!!
accepting resumes for Advertising Ac

Submit resumes to Matt Lustncr or BieeI Mills i111 tinBreeze office (in the rwsomrnt of Anthony '.
Hall) by Wednesday, October 1 ?ih
more informauu

. (tousittusti7~ofi 6'ont/o - . ■fsnaziffij l^ieum
Grotcntlfloor -Only 100yard*-from,Ski,Lift - GKtATKATES II

$KI - Y^BB - SNOWBOARD - $NOWMOBILcfc
Efficiency: Sleeps 6 - Includes F/P and Kitchen
6W iTatf & Winter Wale* . foai/aMt .WIV /
Reservations: 304/339-2427 or donnatl®frontiernet,net

Ask For: MountainCrest "Sunset"
Clip and SAVE thU Ad

gharlne your smiles since 1909.

8 for 1 photo processing w/ JAC card.
1 hour photo processing
Guaranteed ALL pictures developed!
Custom Black 8e White Printing
Professional Photography services available:
portraits, weddings, sports 8c passport photos!
Studio Hours:
Mon.-Pri. 9:00am-8:30pm Sat.-9:00am-2:00pm
On location by appointment 7 days a week

840.434.8314 www.fitctolU.com
79 East Market Street Downtown Harrlsonburg
Your JMU Photographer, corns see our JMU Window)

Parents Weekend Special
2 Large 2-Topping Pizzas
and

An Order of 10 Buffalo Wings

jun-jr

plus
a 2-Liter of Coca-Cola

PAPAJOHIS
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
Monday-Thursday
10:30 am-1:30 am
Friday-Saturday
10:30 am-3:30 am
Sunday
10:30 am-12:30 am

<jh~ / oo

W ^^ ™^p .

433-PAPA
433-7272
www.papajohns.com

Season Rentals AvailablefJO W!
snowboardsv«skisiust^89
All 2004-2005 gearin stock I ON SALE!
"come check out wore of our dealt at our table.
well set up this weekend at the JMU football game.

540 433 7201
www.skiskate.com
51-P Burgess Rd.
(turn behind Qulznos)

We Accept

Mon-FrMO-7
Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5
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PHEASANT RUN TOWNHOMES
NOT MUCH TIME LEFT! THEM
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' WEEKEND f
Tailgate with us on Saturday, October 9th
for a delicious catered breakfast from 9am-noon,
snacks until 5pm. Door prizes throughout the day.

\?*sg:

u
*

On Site Model Located At 321 Pheasant Run Circle
Open Monday- Friday 10am-5pm
Call 801-0660 • www.pheasantrun.net
L=

